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PREFACE 

This review paper was.prepared for presentation at the Symposium on 

Severe Local Storms, February 13, 1962, Norman, Oklahoma. Mesometeorology 

theoretically covers researches on meteorological disturbances which are too 

small to be analysed, in detail, on daily synoptic maps but large enough to be 

studied through careful synoptic approaches. In view of the emphasis of severe 

storms in the symposium, a number of mesoscale disturbances, such as · meso

structure of hurricanes, local winds, mesoscale upper-air disturbances, etc., 

will not be included in this paper. 

Following the presentation by the author, three critiques are scheduled to 

be given by Dr. Morris Tepper (National Aeronautics and Space Administration}, 

Ors. Walter J. Saucier and Yoshimitsu Sasaki (University of Oklahoma), who 

will present their reviews to this review paper, whereby the entire scope and the 

future efforts of mesometeorological researches will be firmly oriented. 

This review paper, together with the critiques, will be published in the 

Meteorological Monographs, American Meteorological Society. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Men approaching the earth from outer space would first observe, from a considerable 

distance, the planet rota.ting slowly, covered with irregular patches of massive clouds. As 

the distance decreases these patches will take the shape of either rotating massive hurricanes, 

belts of wavy polar frontal clouds, or other large nephsystems extending over a thousand 

miles. Meteorologists on board would soon recognize that these nephsystems are closely 

related to the so-called large scale meteorological disturbances which have been analysed on 

regular synoptic charts. 

If the earth is circled several times, some nephsystems are seen to contain organized 

patterns whose scale is one order of magnitude less than large scale patterns. Examples of 

these smaller scale patterns would be a patch of square-looking clouds over midwestern 

United States (Figo 1), lines of wave clouds near the Andes mountains (Figo 2), 1'nard cell 

shaped convective clouds over the equator (Fig. 3), among other formations whose associated 

pressure temperature and wind patterns are more or less neglected in our daily synoptic 

analyses • 

. Considering the general scales of meteorological analysis, both the scales of daily synoptic 

analysis and micrometeorological analysis were either too small or too~large to delineate 

the class of patterns that are shown in the examples (Figs. 1, 2, 3). In discussing future 

values of weather radar in meteorological research, Lidga recognized a scale too gross to 

be observed from a single station in the usual manner, yet too small to appear even on a 

sectional synoptic chart. Ligda (1951) stated that "phenomena of this size might well be 

designated as mesometeorological. " Until a few years later, when Swingle and Rosenberg 

{1953) used this term for their research on cold fronts , a large number of researches dealing 

with these phenomena were reported as either micrometeorological or detailed synoptic 

phenomena. Earlier synoptic studies of this scale include : the well-known Norwegian charts 

published in the early: 1920's leading to the discovery of air-mass and frontal analysis ; a 

series of micro-studies by Suckstorff (1935) in connection with thunderstorms; and an analysis 

of nonfrontal thunderstorms over the United States Soil Conservation Service in the Muskingum 

Valley by Byers (1942). The Thunderstorm Project operated in Florida, 1946, and Ohio, 1947, 

by Byers and Braham (1949) was the impetus for extensive future research on the rnesoscale 

structure of thunderstorm circulation. A surface micro-study of squall-line thunderstorms by 
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Williams (1948); a micro -analytical study of thunder -nose by Fujita (1950); and that of a cold 

front by Fujita (1951); are actually investigations of mesometeorological phenomenao 

Regarding the expanded scope of mesometeorblogical research integrating radar and special 

network data, Tepper (1957, 1959) emphasized the importance of research dealing, in detail, 

with the definition of characteristic dimensions of the mesoscale. This subject shall be dis

cussed later. 

Aerial photography from extremely high altitudes , such as those currently being made by the 

U- 2, B-57, and other jet aircrafts, have been found to be very useful in studying three-dimensional 

structure of clouds and their environmento Recent weather radar networks, using such radars 

as WSR-57, and CPS-9, supply valuable information pertaining to time changes in intensity and 

area of convective cells. The National Severe Storms Project (NSSP) has completed a specially 

instrumented surface network in two scales, in order to collect necessary data for the investigation 

of small as well as large disturbances. 

It is evident that the day has already come when we are able to obtain enough data in various 

forms enabling us to undertake research on mesoscale disturbances, in order to reveal the 

physical and dynamical structure, of systems producing severe storms. 
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Fig. I A square-looking doud near Wichita Falls, Texas. (Tlros I photograph) 

Fig. Wave clouds over Argentina near the Andes Mountains. (Tlros I photograph) 

Fi)>. J Cellular clouds near the Equator over the Pacific. (Tiros Ill photograph) 
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II. OBSERVATIONAL METHODS AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 

a. Mesosynoptic Network 

Current synoptic networks covering large areas. of land over the globe are designed and 

operated to determine the past history and present state of the atmosphere, for the purpose of 

forecasting future changes in meteorological systems. There is, naturally, a limitation on the 

size of the systems detectable by these regular networks since the average station spacing is 

over one hundred miles. 

In order to investigate rnesoscale disturbances which may, at; times, occupy only the open 

space between synoptic stations, it is necessary to decrease the area between these stations 

with a more dense station network. The density of the network, of course, depends entirely 

upon the scale of the disturbances to be studied. 

As a result of their investigations of mesometeorological networks in the past and the 

present, Fujita and Brown (1960) proposed mesometeorological networks in three densities: 

coarse a , medium {3 , and fine y • The average spacing of the stations for the 

a , f3 , y , mesometeorological networks are defined to be about 30 miles, 5 miles, 

· and 1 mile, respectively. A microbarograph network which would be the earliest instrumented 

a network, ytas established by Tepper (1952) over the midwest early in the 1950's. It 

has now expanded into the NSSP a network with 210 stations; all stations with micro

barographs, 166 with hygrothermographs, and 145 with recordi,ng rain-gauges. Figure 4 

indicates the 1961 a network.covering the three midwestern states, Kansas, Oklahoma, 

and Texas, the staging area of NSSP. 

There are over a half dozen mesometeorological networks, some of which are to be 

operational in the corning years. Figure 5 shows that each of these networks is designed in 

a different fashion for the purpose of solving various objectives. . Summarized in Table I 

are the characteristics and the objectives of these mesometeorological networks. All, with 

the exception of one, are designed exclusively for research purposes. 
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last year 
operated 

1961 
1960 
1961 
1961 
1941 
1941 
1960 
1940 
1961 
1947 
1961 
1946 

Name of Network Spacing Classification No. of 
(miles) Stations 

NSSP 40 a 210 
Fort Huachuca (meso) 12 /3 28 
NSSP 12 /3 36 
Ougway Proving Ground 10 f3 15 
Lindenberger BOen 10 /3 25 
Muskingum S. c, s. 7 f3 131 
New Jersey MB 7 /3 23 
Japanese Tstm 6 /3 25 
Flagstaff meso 5 f3 43 
Tstm, Ohio 2 r 58 
Fort Huachuca (micro) 2 r 17 
Tstm, Florida 1 r 50 

List of mesometeorological networks operated in the past for various 
research objectives. Descriptions and researches of these networks can 
be found in articles by: Fujita (1961) NSSP Networks; Byers (1942) 
Muskingum Network; Japan Meteorological Agency (1943); Styber (1961) 
FlagstaffNetwork; Byers and Braham (1949) Thunderstorm Project Networks; 
Koschmieder (1955) Lindenberger eOennetz; Brown (1959-61) Ft. 1'uachuca, 
Dugway, and New Jersey Networks; Copeland (1956) Ft. Huachuca Network; 
Humphreys (1956) Dugway Network. 

Objectives 

squall-line and other disturbances 
environments of micromet research 
structure of severe storms 
operational and research combined 
wind gust and squall llnes 
rslnfall and runoff 
mesoscale pressure systems 
structure of thunderstorms 
cumulonimbus convection 
thunderstorm convection 
influence of oragraphy 
thunderstorm convection 

Most of these network stations are equipped with automatic recording instruments. 

The recorded traces are usually collected daily by field headquarters. It should be 

mentioned that these traces represent~ with considerable accuracy, the variation of · 

pressure, temperature and humidity. However, it is extremely difficult to maintain 

reasonable accuracy in regard to absolute values throughout the period of network 

operations, even though th.e ins.truments are calibrated whenever charts are changed. 

Those involved in the analysis of mesonetwork data equally realize that the isobars or 

isotherms they draw on mesosynoptic charts are so odd that they often ask themselves 

if they are contouring erratic or true values. Mesosynoptic analysis adds more 

difficulties when station densities are very high, as in the case of the a network. 

In order to minimize the error in absolute values, especially of pressure, Byers 

and Braham (1949) analysed the amount of pressure change from the reference time. 

Tepper (1950) in his analysis of pressure jump lines proposed the use of the pressure 

ph(I)- Phcto), where ph(t) the station pressure at t; ph (fO) , the pressure immediately 

before the pressure jump to be studied took place. Successful analysis of one-minute 

interval charts was made by him. 

In an effort to produce isobaric patterns similar to those commonly used in regular 

synoptic charts, Bleeker and Andre (1950) introduced a new pressure which they called 

"perturbation pressure, " 

Pp (1) 



defined as the difference between P0 , the sea-level pressure of the network station, 

and P~ , that at the location of the same station. The value of P ~ is interpolated 

from the isobars at time, t, drawn by using the sea-level pressures computed from the 

regular reduction formula. Then P0 was obtained from the equation 

where subscripts o and h respectively indicate sea-level and station pressures, P~ , 

the mean··sea-level pressure at the network station interpolated from the isobars of the 

mean sea-level pressures defined as 

n 
Po= + ~ Po 

I 

and computed from the surrounding regular synoptic stations. An example of the 

isobars of PP over the Thunderstorm project, Oi.1io is shown in Fig. 6~ 

MEAN-VALUE CORRECTION 

6 

(3) 

Basic problems of mesosynoptic analysis of network data were investigated under the 

joint effort of Fujita, Newstein, and Tepper(l956), who later published the techniques 

and the results of their mesonetwork data analyses. For their isobar analyses, they 

used sea-level pressures of network stations. In obtaining these sea-level pressures, 

equation (2) was rearranged to 

which permits us to compute sea-level pressure as the sum of (Ph- Ph), the deviation 

of station pressures from their average value, and P~ , the mean sea-level pressure 

at the network station obtained by drawing the isobars of the m ean sea-level pressures 

from the non-network stations. (Fig. 7) 

The periods for mean -value computation were chosen so that the mean -value charts 

include only smoothed-up features of mesoscale disturbances. It should always be kept 

in mind that the mean-value chart is constructed by using data from regular synoptic 

stations only, and, therefore, the analysis of mesoscale configurations is r estrict ed. 

(4) 
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The smoothness of the mean-pressure Po pattern over the area of mesoanalysis 

is extremely important, because the erratic patterns included in the mean pattern do 

·influence the final results of mesoanalyses throughout the analysis period. On the other 

hand, we have to preserve the real patterns at whatever scale they may appear on the 

mean chart. 

In order to eliminate unrealistic patterns on the mean-value chart, it is a usual 

practice to utilize the pattern of vector-mean winds and mean temperature computed 

for the averaging period. Thus, we are able to draw the most reasonable mean

pressure pattern on which the perturbation pressures (Ph-Ph) are later superimposed. 

The process of obtaining such a mean-value chart may be called the "mean-value 

smoothing," and the necessary correction of individual station data, the "mean-valu.:. 

correction. " 

Results of a number of mesosynoptic analyses over the area of NSSP a network 

revealed that the observed winds and sea-level isobars do not fit in the manner that one 

would expect overthehorizontal plane. This puzzling phenomenon was found to be more 

appreciable when the slope of the surface was steep. 

We shall now investigate the reason for this disagreement between the winds and 

isobars. Using the symbols P0 (sea-level pressure), Ph (station pressure). Pz 

(pressure at height Z above MSL). we take the gradient of P0 , 

where p is the mean density of the imaginary atmosphere between the station and 

sea-level; h, the height of the station. Assuming that the gravity is constant, we 

have 

v p g h . = g h v p + gp v h. 

On the other hand, the gradient · of station pressure can be written as 

where Ph is the density at the station. From these three equations, the gradient of 

the sea-level pressure is expressed in three terms, 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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Thus, the gradient of Po is far from the horizontal gradient of ·pressure at the station 

level. For instance, if we assume h=3000 ft, Vh=lO ft/mile, T0 =300°K, Th =2900K, and 

Ph =900 mb, the term 

( p - Ph) g v h 

is evaluated to be 

2 · 10- 5 X 980 X 1.8 • I o-3 (C.G.S.) •. 5 X I0-5 dyne / ::: .l. mb 
cm 2 cm • 2 IOOmiles 

The last t erm may also reach the above value depending upon the horizontal gradient of 

the mean density. 

Fujita and Brown (1957) proposed the use of a revised sea-level pressure, Poo , 

as the mean pressure field upon which the mesoscale pressure perturbations are to be 

superimposed. The equation for this pressure, in a differential form, is 

V Poo = V Pz c z= h l + KV h 

with the smallest possible value of K. A solution to this revised sea-level pressure 

was obtained, which is 

(9) 

(10) 

h is the station height in feet; P0 , P0 , the reported station pressures and their areal 

mean; Ps., i\ , the pressures at 5000 ft level and their mean value taken over the entire 

area of mesoanalysis. Examples of mean-pressure fields analysed by using sea-level 

( P0 ) and revised sea-level pressure ( P00 ) are presented in Fig. 8. 

CONVERSION OF TIME-SECTIONS INTO SPACE-SECTIONS 

An important technique of mesosynoptic analysis is converting time-sections, from 

network stations, into space-sections. This is done by plotting the time-sections along 

the proper vectors through each network station. With the use of single-station data, 

Suckstorff (1935) made a conversion of time-to-space sections in the direction of the 

storm movement (Fig. 9). 
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Let us consider an arbitrary point M(x, y,) located within the mesoanalysis area. 

The change in meteorological parameter, A, referred to at point M, is represented by 

8A = aA + C·'iJA 
8t at , 

where C is the velocity of the point M, which may move anywhere at any speed. 

If a mesoscale disturbance, as shown in Fig. lOA, is characterized by a simple 

translational motion, with its velocity u there is no individual change, namely 

8A _ 
8t - 0 

(11) 

as long as the point M moves at the same translational velocity of the disturbance; thus 

c u 

In this case, equation (11) is reduced to 

aA -C ·VA at -
(12) 

or aA I SA 
9X' - -cat (13) 

/!:.A /!:.A 
/lX' - c /!:. t 

or (14) 

where X 
1 

is ·the new ordinate parallel to the velocity of point M. Equation (13) 

indicates. that the time-section of meteorological parameters can be converted into 

space sections by reversing the sign of time progress after division by the speed of 

movement C • It is also convenient to use the time-section charts, so designed that 

the direction of time increment and that of the movement of meteorological systems 

are opposite. 

Mesoscale disturbances are usually characterized by their changes in time which 

are quicker than regular synoptic systems. For a wider application, therefore, it is 

necessary to modify the interpretation of equation (12). We now return to equation 

(11) to find the reasonable velocity of M, the result of which the meteorological elements 

·A, B, C, referred to at point M, undergo little change. To explain such displacement 

Fig. !OB was prepared. T_he velocity of M along the vectors connecting the corresponding 

points of the system at two different times result · in the least change in 8 I 8 t • These 

vectors, C 
1

, c
2 
••• usually radiate out from a point, P, located at the intersection of the 
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two tangents to the system boundaries. In the case of a slow-moving system, especially 

one expanding rapidy, the system at the early stage is included within the boundary of 

·the system at the later stage, thus making it impossible to draw tangents to the system. 

We are, however, able to determine the point Pc, shown in Fig. lOC, by drawing a 

straight line connecting points Q and R. 

OPERATIONAL MESOANAL YSIS 

In· operational analysis the chart mu.St be completed within a limited amount of 

time, using the reported hourly and special data. It would be hopeless to make a 

special attempt to obtain, in the time available, recorded traces from other stations. 

Equation (13) and Figs. lOA-C proyide a technique for increasing data points by 

2 to 3 times over the area of mesoscale disturbances, especially when the displacement 

per hour of the disturbances is smaller than the distance of reporting stations. 

Presented in Fig. 10 are the regular synoptic charts, plotted in regular and in im

proved manners. 
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b. Radar and Sferics 

Needless to say, mesometeorological research would not have been accomplished had 

there not been weather radar. The uses of radar in mesometeorology are not limited to 

simple detection of storms, but provide direct methods of mapping the three-dimensional 

distribution of liquid water suspended in the atmosphere. Dual or multi-wavelength 

measurements of a storm permit us to estimate liquid water content and hail size distribution. 

It is also important in mesometeorology to measure tl).e horizorttaLa:nd vertical motions of 

the atmosphere in more detail than it is possible to obtain with balloons. The results of 

draft measurements by Doppler radar were found to be promising, and future development 

will be of extreme value to mesometeorology. 

This paper will deal only with a portion of radar capabilities, which are used in con

junction.with mesosynoptic analysis of storm structure. The paper "Radar in Severe Storm 

Research," by Atlas , appearing in the present Meteorological Monograph covers the 

appl~catioti:. :of 1.lfadar tot :various.: research fields; of course, mesometeorology is included. 

Readers are invited to refer to Atlas' article for complete coverage of the problem involved. 

TWO-AND THREE -DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF PRECIPITATION 

During the Thunderstorm project in Florida and Ohio, high-power control radar with 

lG-cm wave length wai? used. Despite the fact that the average distance between network 

stations was only about 2 miles, radar provided valuable information with regard to the 

structur~ of the storms between stations. The horizontal dimension of thunderstorm cells, 

updraft, downdraft, or combined ones, averaged about three miles in diameter • . Therefore, 

it was very rare to find more than ten network stations beneath an individual cell. 

For mesosynoptic analy~es of -convective storms, it is necessary to map the echo intensity 

and its gradient on the· analysis chart. Techniques for automatic depiction of .two or more 

contoure, developed by Atlas (1947), permit us to observe or photograph these intensity 

patterns directly on the scope. An example of a presentation of thunderstorm echoes is 

shown in Fig. 12. 

- Austin (1958) analysed detailed structures of various storms in New England, using range 

corrected iso-echo contour lines, thereby indicating several levels of echo intensities. The 



iso-echo contouring device was developed by Kodaira (1957) and is capable of presenting 

several intensity levels of contour lines on the radar scope (Figs. 13, 14). In connection 

with the intensity measurement of echoes over their dense raingauge network, Illinois 

State Water Survey operated a CPS-9 in various step gains. 
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A complete description of ec:;hoes, on a mesosynoptic chart, cannot be achieved unless 

their intensity values are mapped on a surface of various heights. The Stormy Weather 

Group at McGill University developed techniques of obtaining echo patterns on desired levels. 

Techniques of producing CAPPI photographs were reported by Langleben (1956) and Marshall 

(1957) which can be accomplished either photographically or electronically by synthesizing 

pieces of ring-shaped images at a constant height. Figure 15 reveals how these images 

are obtained by changing beam heights after each scan. 

Hitschfeld (1960) investigated the phenomenon of plume formation using CAPPI

processed photographs at various levels. His work suggests that the careful analysis 

of echoes on CAPP! photographs will help the understanding of mesoscale wind fields 

surrounding isolated or line cumulonimbi. In Tiros photographs, plume-like. thin clouds 

were found to drift away from bright cells. The combination of these cloud photographs 

and CAPPI photographs can help to solve problems on cumulonimbus circulation imbedded 

inside the. area of high vertical wind shear. 

MULTIPLE RADARS 

In order to investigate large mesoscale s ystems, i.e. squall lines, it is n~cessary 

to combine the pictures taken simultaneously by several radars. However, there have 

been some difficulties in making a composite echo chart, due to the difference in power, 

wave length, gaih> attenuation,, beam height, etc. of different radars. 

Ligda (1957) constructed composite photographs of various storm situtations, using 

35 mm time- lapse radarscope pictures from ADC, USWB and other radar stations. In 

his technique, all prints enlarged to a unique scale were properly positioned, cut, and 

mounted on the charts . . When an area is overlapped by two or more pictures, the boundary 

of the cut and the print to be used for final presentation were determined such that the 

echo patterns best represented the entire configuration of the storms. Out of 34 cases of 

composite echo charts, five storms were selected for hydrokinematic analyses. These 
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analyses revealed that Ligda' s techniques were useful for investigating large mesoscale 

systems. which require large areas of radar coverage, rather than accuracy in the position 

and shape of the individual echo. 

One of Ligda 's cases was selected by Brown (1958) for his study of the April 1, 1955 

storm, which was a well developed continental cyclone with .a cold front extending south

ward. An almost continuous line of showers, along the cold front, appears in Ligda 's 

composite chart (Fig. 16). Brown used about 150 microbarograph stations in an effort 

to describe the surface mesosystems accompanied by the line of radar echoes. It was 

found that there were five mesoscale high pressure areas beneath the long squall line (Fig • . 17). 

The possibility of performing mesosynoptic analysis, using regular hourly sequence 

reports and single radar data, was investigated by Boucher (1958). It was found that a 

weak :trough associated with an isallobaric minimum taken. at one-hour intervals was in 

existence over the area of initial development of line echoes (Figs. 18, 19). This .research 

. confirmed the usefulness of integrating synoptic and radar information for both research 

and forecasting purposes. 

Angel e choes, especially a line of non -precipitation echoes appearing in the vicinity 

of a shower, is important in .mesosynoptic analysis. This type of line was first reported 

by Ligda (1955). Since then similar lines have been reported by various observers, 

resulting in active discussions at the Seventh Weather Radar Conference, November 1958 

at Miami Beach. Unfortunately. the conference and following discussions were .over before 

all participants were convinced that many lines are meteorological. 

There is no doubt,. as strongly emphasized by a number of radar meteorologists, that 

the line indicates a discontinuity of meteorological parameters, such .as wind, humidity, 

temperature, and pressure,. which directly or indirectly effect the refractive index of 

microwaves. The thin line can be used to locate the mesoscale lines of discontinuity. 

This subject is discussed later. 

SFERICS 

Although the sources of sferics, in various wave lengths, have not yet been clarified, 

their combined use with radar echoes and cloud patterns potentially have value in meso

synoptic analysis of severe storms. 
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During recent years, Project Tornado-Sferics, at Kansas City Control Center has been 

operating a nwnber of sferics stations scattered over the midwest. Their automatic, 

multi-station fix system provides patterns of sferics ·activity on 20, 50, and 100 KC wave 

lengths. In the report of Project Tornado-Sferics, Gustafson (1959, 1960) discussed all 

phases of operation and the relation between sferics sources and tornadoes, hail, clear air 

turbulence, etc. He also reported cases of excellent correlation .of sferics and the bright .. 

areas of Tiros cloud pictures. Figure 20 shows a case of sferics activity to the north

northeast of a square-looking cloud of May 19, 1960. A few hours later, however, a 

number of echoes developed in the area of sferics activity on the chart. 

Sferics extending into microwave frequency can be detected by radar, and their 

azimuth angle (by PPI) and elevation angle (by RHI) could be obtained accurately. Atlas 

(1958) made a complete survey of sferics radiation at various wave lengths and the radar 

detection of sferics have proved to be valuable in classifying storms on mesosynoptic 

charts according to their electric, cloud physical, and dynamical nature. Appearing in 

Fig. 21 is the total count and hourly breakdown of sferics recorded during a six-hour 

period ·on June 19, 1957. The counts of lightning echo as first reported by Ligda (1956) 

is also shown in the same figure. These sferics counts, plotted as a function of azimuths 

from a radar station, are extremely useful in relating their sources with storm area~ . 

(Fig. 22). 



Fla. 12 PPI and RHI echoe• of July 26, 1957, obta.laed with a 3 cm CPS-9 radar obowlDg two I-COlllOUra, R
marken oa both pictures are 25 miles. Lelt: 1509 BST einotloa I c1e&ree. R'811t 1354 BST uimUlh 170". 'Ibe Riil -
waa made 1 hr 15 mill before the PPI picture and repreaentl the maH o1 dumder•arm clo.ut to the radar. Courte9J Dr. 
Atla• 

II .IUl.Y 1 9~8 16 1 ~ (ST 

Fig. 14 Squall line echoes ID five-IDteaalty contour• taken with aa 
SCR-615-8 radar. 10-cm waveleagtll, 30 beom width. 'Ibe ralD1all r ate• 
for each lnteaalty level are: 5 mm/hr (Level I); !Omm/hr (LeYel 2); 

' ' <';J .. 

~ · 

35 mm/hr (Level 3); 45 mm/hr (Level 4); aad 75 mm/hr (Le•el 5). 
Narrowness of the lla08 8Dcl the •harp loteoalty graclleat, eapeclally aJoal 
the leading edge, abould be empbaalz'ed. From Austin 

Fig. 13 llchoe• lo regular preeeotal1oo aad leoecbo contour• takea wUll a 
3.2 cni radar lD Tokyo. 1be cootour• correspond to 1 mm/hr, 16 mm/b:r, 
aad 64 mm/hr. Echoe• to the wut are from mol1Dta!D1. Time 1305-07 )$'!", 
Auguat 28, 1961. Courtesy Or. Kodalra 
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16 A composite of radar echo patterns from three r adars. 
From Lidga 

Fig. 17 Mesosynoptic analysis of the surface chart. Each long wind barb 
represents 5 kts. From Brown, 1958 



Pia. 18 Parmatlaa ltqe of a aquall 11De. 1100 BST. J._ 
19, 1957. Heary lJneto are oea-leftl laoboro aad dW11lDeo are 
oe-bour preooure chu11eo betw- 10 aad 11 BST. Prem 
Boucher \ 

Pig. 20 An example ot lferlco, radar, and Tlroe oboerntlo"" 
combllled. Tline: Tlroa and Radar 1401; Sferlco 1430 CST, May 19, 
1960. Circle• on die chart are aferico network atMi..,. Ill 1960. Two 
more otadou are ouulcle the m.o. Prom Goldman and Pujlta 
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June 19, 1957 storm. From Atlu 

Pia. 19 Mature otqe of the same aquall llDe at 1400 BST. 
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c. Aircraft Data 

Data collected from specially instrumented aircraft may be treated as semi

synoptic, and capable of revealing upper air disturbances in mesometeorological 

scales. Photographs from airborne radar and cloud cameras are useful in mapping 

the cloud patterns and precipitation echoes on both sides of the aircraft's path. 

Under favorable conditions, a distance of 100 miles from the aircraft may be covered. 

Cloud distributions obtained from the photographs and the recorded meteorological 

data taken along the flight path are combined on mesosynoptic charts for various 

levels to describe the three-dimensional structure of mesoscale disturbances in their 

various stages of development. 

Simpson (1954) and (1955) analysed the aircraft data from the USAF Air Weather 

Service and from the 53rd Weather Reconnaissance Squadron, His pioneering studies 

on hurricane eyes, a false eye within a hurricane circulation, rainband structure, 

D-value distribution in three-dimensional space, etc. indicate that instrumented air

craft are extremely valuable in hurricane research. 

The U. S. Weather Bureau's instrumented aircraft, now serving both NHRP and 

NSSP, obtained important data in their flights inside, and in the vicinity of hurricanes 

and severe storms. 

Despite the fact that an instrumented aircraft moves at a high speed while collecting 

data, the displacement of the meteorological systems during the entire flight time is too 

large to be neglected. It is always necessary to make use of proper coordinate systems 

from which aircraft data are plotted and analysed. The material derivative, on the 

coordinates, fixed to a moving meteorological system is represented by 

8 _ a 8T - _,_a_t_ + C·V (15) 

where c is the velocity of the system. If we assume that the system does not change 

its characteristics during the few hours of the flight period, the material derivative is 

zero. The time derivative of the values, measured by an aircraft flying at the velocity 

A is written as 

D 
Dt 

a 
at + A ·V (16) 
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Combining these equations under the asswnption, 

8 = 0 8t 
we obtain 

(17) 

This indicates that we are able to represent the true feature of a meteorological system, 

by plotting the aircraft data on the coordinates relative to the moving meteorological 

system. This technique proved to be extremely useful for hurricane analysis, and has 

been widely used. 

Analysis of flight data over an area of several meteorological systems, moving at 

different velocities, involves the additional problem of establishing two or more relative 

coordinates; in many cases it is difficult to judge which coordinates should cover which 

areas. 

Neiburger and Angell (1956) developed_ a method of comparing constant-pressure 

balloon (CPB) data with synoptic wind patterns. They first analysed sectional upper

air charts covering the vicinity of the CPB track at intervals of 12 hours; then they con

structed one composite chart (Fig. 23). This method of presentation is ver y useful in 

studying meteorological parameters measured by a moving vehicle. 

A similar technique of making a semi-synoptic chart, by plotting surface or upper

air data during the time when the moving vehicle was located closest to the data taking 

station, was applied by Fujita (1959) to aircraft data analysis. Examples in Fig. 24 are 

time-adjusted charts of low-level penetration over cellular cold domes. The left chart, 

for example, was made by plotting 1433 EST data from the stations along the vertical 

chain line, which was moved with the aircraft to determine the time of the data to be 

plotted. 

Needless to say, aircraft measurements are extremely useful for the study of 

atmospheric motions and conditions of scales much smaller than can possibly be 

detected through the standard synoptic upper air network. It is, however, vitally 

important that flight paths and altitudes be carefully determined so that the meteorological 

data can be properly placed in space and time. · Well planned data collection and the 

development of analysis methods will always supplement each other to make the most 

of aircraft measurements. 
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AERIAL AND SATELLITE PHOTOGRAMMETRY 

A number of time-lapse films were made by the National Hurricane Research Project 

(NHRP) of their flights through hurricanes. When projected at regular movie speed, 

these films show detailed cloud struc.tures of rainbands, hurricane eyes, convective 

towers, etc. Ronne (1959) developed a very quick method of determining cloud distances 

from aircraft, by simply counting the number of frames required for a cloud to move 

from its forward edge to the principal line of the image. Later Malkus and Ronne (1960) 

made a large number of cloud height and size measurements, which led them to 

establish the "Tropical Whole Sky Code. " 

After photographic missions of U-2 afrcrafts became available to storm researchers, 

semi-vertical views of hurricanes and ~llll.derstorms were unveiled. Notably, in an 

article by Fletcher, Smith, and Bungaard (1961) the detailed structure of the hurricane 

eye was revealed using U-2 photographs. It was also found that motions of eye-wall 

clouds can be determined while flying above the eye at high speeds. 

When Tiros I meteorological satellite transmitted back to earth the first photograph 

from 700-km height, our photographic platform was raised to space level. Glaser 

(1960) established a concept of operational rectification of Tiros photographs using 

perspective and transfer grids. The perspective grids are computed at every 2. 5 

degrees of nadir angle, after taking the mean radial distortion of a Tiros-borne camera 

lens. The grids show the perspective image of a canadian grid, and quasi -square grids 

at 180-nautical intervals. The final transcripts are made on a transverse Mercator 

projection made to fit the orbital inclination of the satellite. Although this method includes 

a certain amount of error (up to two-degrees of arc) it meets operational requirements. , 

A method of precise rectification of Tiros photographs has been developed by Fujita 

(1961). Here, the error in fixing cloud locations is reduced to O. 1 degree of arc .near 

the satellite sub-point. This accuracy was reached by eliminating electronic and lens 

distortions, and the final rectification is made by drawing the longitude and latitude lines 

directly on the cloud photograph. The principle and the grids used for rectifying Tiros 

photographs can also be applied to any aerial"photograph. The grids are separated into 

a) the nadir angle grid, which is the function of .the tilt angle only; and b) the height 

grid, which varies according to the height of the camera above MSL. As shown in Fig. 25, 

height grids are made on Zenithal Equidistant (ZE) projections for heights below 200 miles. 



When a space vehicle reaches beyond this height, the Oblique Equidistant Cylindrical (OEC) 

Projection is found to fit best. 
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Presented in Figs. 26 and 27 are aerial photographs with 42° and 74° nadir angles, and 

their matching grids. A library of nadir angle grids at 2°intervals between o0 
and 120° has 

been completed by Fujita (1962). These grids can be used with any undistorted plane images. 

As in the case of cylindrical images (Fig. 28), which are obtained by panoramic U-2 cameras, 

the nadir angle grid is rather complicated. (Fig. 29). Once a set of nadir angle grids is 

completed, however, either single-image or double-image photogrammetry can be performed 

with reasonable accuracy to determine the distance, height of both base and top, . and the 
J 

horizontal dimensions of clouds in successive frames. Examples of height grids for 70, 000 ft 

on ZE projection and 700 km on OEC projection appear in Figs. 30 and 31, respectively. 



Fig. 23 The trajectory of CPB fllght on May 3-6, 1953, Indicated on a composite upper air chart !It 12-hour Intervals. 
From Nelburger and Angell 
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Pig. 24 Examples of tlme-adjuated aeml-aynoptlc cbarU, 'Ibe cbarU are made by plotting the station data at the time 
referring to the location of the aircraft. In lbeae cases, a vertical cbaln line, paaalug through the aircraft location, waa 
moved with the aircraft. Tbe time when the llDe paaaea the station la that of the data to be plotted. 
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PJ&. 25 Geometry of nadir angle and .belgbt grids. 
Nadir ""Ile grids may be Wied wilh any terreatrl&l, 
&erl&l or oatelltte pbotographll. Height grids on ZB 
project!Oll and Ol!C projection are for aerial and 
oatelltte pborographa, reopect!vely. 

Pig. 26 Left: Infra -red pborograpb of New York City from 31, 800 ft MSL, Time: 1548 BSI' Sept. 17, 1959. Counesy Aero 
Savlce, Inc. Right: 4:ZO nadir angle grid for left pbotogupb. 

PJ&. 27 Left: T· 11 photograph of cumulomlnbua clouda over the aoulh rim of lhe Grand Canyon. Looking north 
from near WUUuns.at 21, 100 ft MSL. Time: 1212 MST, July 28, 1960. Courteay Or. Cwmlngham. Right: 740 nadir 
angle grid for left photograph. 
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a . Mesolows 

Careful analysis of synoptic charts reveals that low pressure systems exist whose horizontal 

dimensions are one order of magnitude smaller than those of migratory lows, which are 

characterized by a diame ter of 1000 - 3000 miles. These dwarf lows are called "mesolows." 

Results of r ecent studies of mesolows, in sub-synoptic scales, revealed a low even with a 
· Mesodeoression 

diameter of a few miles. 

Mesodepression is a low 
pressure system whose h . . 

analysed i\tearo~S§Ua~ . , onzontal scale is too small to be 
• y n ptic charts, and where there . . 

around the low ressu i s no s ig n of complete cir cula tion 
Mesodepre ssid?i is a f8vfpP~ur~~teWl~~Ji<a~J1Wl scfcle is too small to be 

appreciable differ t. . ay orm as a r esult of 
analysed in standar~'§iyftb~eteiP&~ts'\ ~&<he.r19pi\:!§f '1~~N8 sMin ~f complete circulation 

and Malkus (1953) ' ic 1 was mvestioated by Stern 
around the low press~Il-i t61entiff.te<SS"atwrowf~§~ ~al&S cfF~Y.: for m as a r esuft of 

and Draafois (1960) . . examples of the above. Br aham 
api:ireciab1e differenti~~'irescft~~d .Ae~eat.tJlQP~ M}.~ ~fi;ch ~s investigated by Stern 
M ountains in A · zon . · r 10 a ove the Santa Cata line 

and Malkus (195Sf anefthec::wea~~dQJltlpe.l~ft~~AAa:tte.¥~M~ examples of the above. Br anam 
is reproduced . y . ,., . s s ect10ns over the mountain 

and Draginis (19gu) WiveiStigJfuMl~tiat!l.Vng~Il@~1MWtihatiJh above ~he Santa Cataline 
thousand feet above th g ect: which reaches several 

Mountains in Arizona. e~bf>ffien.ealttt:i.Klfi~\~~S fffiRSfl.i sections over the mountain 
s lope of the mou ta. . e pressure over the sun -lit 

is reproduced in ~1g-.n 32.10J:Yievi~~:d.lt:heihig,fu~@hthar1i.W&' ~ffect1 which reaches s ever a l 
movement of a low ame evel. Format ion and 
thousand. !e~t aoove .ffi:~~s&§o~~nithis~~folpt!1~i fH~ %};esffeure ~ver the sun~lit 
was sLaiea b)I Fu ' 'ta ·" an ranc1sco mountains 
slope of the rnouniJdnr1.S"'f~Wer 't:IUid3tnMaifl~epp,i~1i.&-b~l-ltaWe level . Formation and 
network. The nal . · ' e a mesometeor ological 
movement of a l ow p'l:Ws~bf~ea~w ~fl tli@CSMS'ti1j§Jf~.of1~ San F ra_y.cisco mountains 

(.t' ig. j.:i) showed the depression 
was studied by Fujita, Styber and Brown (1961), who operated a mesometeorological 

• . .. 1 . - , _ - - ... ..... ...J ,... 1 ,.. ~"' 

network. The analysis of the low at 1100 MST July 22, 1960 (Fig. 33) showed the depression 

to be characterized by a pure convergent field acting as a chimney on the heated slope. 

In his analysis of pressure systems in midwestern United States, Williams (1953) 

classified mesoscale pressure waves into "elevation type wave," " depression type wave " 

and "combination type wave. " A series of maps analysed by using microbarograph traces 

showed depressions with horizontal dimensions of one order of magnitude less than that 

of the regular cyclones; yet it persisted for hours while moving across several midwestern 

states. 
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Mesocyclone 

Under certain conditions, mesodepressions quickly gain wind circulation around 

their center. The existence of closed circulation is detectable by wind measurements, 

radar and /or aerial to satellite cloud photographs. A mesolow which is proved to 

accompany a definite curculation pattern is called a "mesocyclone." 

An unusual photograph by Gunderson (1957) at Erskine, Minnesota shows an entire 

view of a rotating cloud resembling a pile of flying saucers (Fig. 34). The estimated 

diameter is five miles. With the exception of a severe hailstorm with stones up to one 

inch in diameter, there were no tornadoes or damaging winds associated with the cloud. 

It is very rare that a rotating system like this can be analysed on a mesosynoptic 

chart. Stout (1957) found a small dip in pressure on microbarograph traces from the 

Thunderstorm Project, Ohio, and constructed a surface map of a mesocyclone (Figs. 

35, 36). The mesocyclone moved east-northeastward at about 25 miles per hour and 

kept developing while crossing the southern part of the network. The divergence and 

vorticity near the center of the cyclone, computed from the surface winds were 

-280. x 10- 5 sec-• and + 340 x 10- 5 sec_, , respectively. That is to say, 

the ratio, convergence to vorticity 

-D -t- 0 . 8 

is considerably larger than that observed in regular synoptic scales. The rain area, 

analysed from raingauge traces, existed to the north and.northeast of the mesocyclone, 

its pattern being very similar to that usually seen with hook echo circulation. Another 

interesting feat~e of this mesocyclone system can be seen to the northwest of the main 

storm. On the chart, a low pressure system, 2 miles in diameter and O. 5 mb pressure 

deficit, nevertheless the surface winds were blowing through its center. Similar wind 

distribution in a much larger scale was reported by Fujita (1952) in his study of a 

secondary low in a typhoon. The diameter of the low was about 80 miles (Fig. 37) 

but there was no visible sign of a complete circulation. The surface winds simply showed 

a slight vector shift, about 30 degrees in direction and 10 kts increase, due to the change 

in gradient of pressure. 
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From the results of these case studies, a model of a particular mesocyclone system 

consisting of two vortices aloft, an anticyclonic and a cyclonic one, was established. 

In both Stout's and Fujita's cases the main circulations were in their stage of development 

and, therefore, the formation of secondary vortices seems to be realistic (Fig. 38). 

Under certain meteorological conditions in the northern hemisphere there may 

develop an independent mesocyclone with an anticyclonic circulation around its center. 

Such a system was reported by Fortner and Jordan (1960). The circulation was 

detected as an anticyclonic spiral photographed at Maxwell AFB, Montgomery, Alabama 

during the afternoon of July 1, 1959. The change in shape of the anticyclonic spiral 

echo is reproduced in Fig. 39. It would be a good question to ask why such an anti

cyclonic vortex was brought to life in the northern hemisphere. In view of the fact that 

the height of the mesocyclone echo on the RHI photograph extended only up to 17, 500 ft 

MSL, the 700 mb chart in Fig. 40 represents the steering flow, which is characterized 

by a marked anticyclonic curvature. The relative vorticity computed from this chart was 

~ ·. - 4 X 10-5 sec- 1 

On the other hand the coriolis parameter at this latitude is approximately 

f 

This result still does not satisfy the condition of negative absolute vorticity, since 

~a = f + ~ 0 (18) 

It is very likely, however, that a small area at the time of hook echo formation would 

be characterized by anticyclonic absolute vorticity. Usually, . the 700 mb flow pattern, 

under the conditions of the formation of hook echoes, indicates a cyclonic relative 

vorticity. There is no doubt that this was a rather special one. 

Brook's (1949) analysis of microbarograph traces in the vicinity of tornado paths led 

him to conclude that a tornado is surrounded by a low pressure system, much larger than 

the tornado itself, but one or two orders of magnitude smaller than ordinary cyclones. 

He called the low, surrounding the tornado, a "tornado cyclone." We may thus define 

a tornado cyclone as a mesocyclone with one or more tornadoes in it. 

The first radar photograph of a hook echo indicating a tornado cyclone circulation was 

investigated by Stout and Huff (1953) and later by Huff, Hiser and Bigler (1954) 
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leading them to find that the initiation of a tornado took place beneath the hook echo to the 

south of the tornado cyclone center. A similar hook echo and its relative position with 

respect to Massachusetts tornadoes were studied by Penn, Pierce and McGuire (1955). 

Terrestrial photogrammetric analysis of a rotating cloud, which may be the visual 

cloud of a tornado cyclone, was performed by Fujita (1960) using the cloud photographs 

taken at the time of the Fargo tornadoes. The diameter of the cloud as shown in Figs. 

41 and 42 was about 7 miles in the upper portion of the cloud. Five tornadoes dropped 

from the base of the cloud in successive fashion. 

It is of interest to learn that there exists an eye-like column of air at the center of 

a tornado cyclone. Bigler (1958) observed such a case using the CPS-.9 radar at College 

Station, Texas. On the PPI scope there appeared a cyclonic eye, 5 miles in diameter 

(Fig. 43). RHI pictures (Fig. 44) directed toward various azimuths, indicated that the 

top of the eye was completely closed. A similar but a less distinct case was studied by 

Schuetz (1957). 

The distribution of tornado paths beneath a track of a tornado cyclone is found to be 

rather systematic. We already have a number of extremely accurate tornado surveys 

accomplished by Van Tassel (1955), Hall and Brewer (1958), Fujita (1960), Penn and 

McGuire (1955), Lewis and Perkins (1953), Hoecker (1958), and Staats and Turrentine 

(1956). Their results were reduced to a unique scale, and are presented in Fig. 45. 

The paths of the center of each tornado cyclone were estimated by radar or cloud photo

graphs, if they were ·available. Otherwise a reasonable line was estimated and drawn 

on the chart. The figure indicates that many tornadoes form one to three miles to the 

right-hand side of the path of the tornado cyclone center, and then cross the path before 

dissipating. The movement of a tornado relative to the center of a tornado cyclone, 

was studied in detail in the Fargo tornado cases (Fig. 46). It should be noted that the 

tornadoes were cone shaped when they were within about two miles from the tornado 

cyclone center. Beyond that range the funnels were rope shaped. 

The facts and figures of these well-documented tornado cases were tabulated. The 

table shows that the average path length was 20 miles with an average duration of 49 

minutes. These figures look extremely large compared with Battan's (1959) sta.tistics 
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obtained by using all tornadoes occurring during the months of March through June, 1957 

and 1958. These results lead to the belief that tornadoes which form inside. a tornado cyclone 

are of giant size. 

Another important characteristic of this type of tornado is the fairly uniform time

intervale of successive tornado formations. Since the mode as well as the average is 42 

minutes, some organized rather than random period is implied. This then leads to the 

question of why the organized period, and particularly why this specific period of initiation. 

Path Tornado Occurrence Speed of Tornado 
Storms length duration intervals Cvclone 

Scottsbluff #1 8 miles ? 38 min 
·#·2 4 29 min 

42 
15 mph 

#3 9 45 

Fargo #1 11 45 
40 

#2 7 35 
42 

#3 8 63 
43 

19 mph 
#4 lQ ' 35 

40 
#5 7 25 

Dallas #1 14 35 
27 26 mph 

#2 3+ ? 

Worcester #1 45 75 
65 30 mph 

#2 29 65 

Blackwell #1 39 60 40 31 mph 
#2 37 50 

Cleveland #1 55 75 34 mph 

AVERAGE 20 miles 49 min 42 min 26 mph 
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With the aid of radar photographs the structure of a mesocyclone, with or without tornadoes 

in it is now discussed. The existence of a mesocyclone is first seen by radar as a pendant 

echo which soon curls around the circulation center. In the case of the Champaign tornado 

cyclone of April 9, 1956 (Fig. 47) only .about 15 minutes elaps,ed before a pendant echo 

changed to hook shape. By this time the hook was completely wound around the center of 

the circulation while the diameter of the tornado cyclone circulation increased gradually. 

Echoes in Fig. 48 depicted by intensity contours, show the change in patterns of nearby 

thunderstorms as the domain of tornado cyclone circulation expanded. The final diameter 

of the tornado cyclone at 1738 CST reached about 30 miles. A tornado cyclone, similar in 

echo pattern but larger than the Champaign tornado cyclone, was photographed with WSR-57 

radar at Miami on June 18, 1959. The diameter of the mesocyclone circulation was 

estimated to be about 60 miles . (Fig. 49). An important feature of the precipitation bands 

of a mesocyclone is their extremely large crossing angle, which is 45 to 60 degrees. The 

crossing angle of hurricane rainbands has been defined and studied by Senn and Hiser (1956-

1957). It is usually 10-30 degrees in most hurricanes. Then, considering this difference 

in internal structure, a mesocyclone cannot be a small hurricane. 

There are a number of reports in regard to the secondary circulations within a major 

cyclone • . Simpson (1954) found a cyclonic vortex inside hurricane Dolly of September 10, 

1953. A cyclonic mesocyclone, about 50 miles in diameter was located 230 miles northeast 

of the center of the main storm. 

A small vortex within a continental cyclone was investigated by Mager (1958). The storm 

developed near New Orleans, while the center of a well developed continental cyclone was 

located 150 miles to the west. In view of the cyclone's diameter, being over 250 miles 

according to his hourly analysis, it is rather difficult to determine if the storm should be 

classified as a mesolow or a small wave cyclone traveling along a front. Nevertheless, 

the pressure profile determined by the special reports of an altimeter setting implies that 

the low could be a large mesolow (Fig. 50). 

Recent cloud photographs from rockets and satellites revealed that large numbers of 

mesoscale cloud circulations exist. Hubert (1954) found several cloud vortices in rocket 

photographs and it is likely that similar vortices will be recognized in Tires photographs 

despite their lesser resolution. 
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Fig. 34 A rotating cloud viewed acroas Lake Cameron, Erskine, Mlan. Courtesy of Mi. Guaderaoa 

Pig. 35 A meaocyclone accompeilied by a mnodepreHloa. 
Time: 1805 BST May 13, 1947. Noclce tbat Ille area of rain mu! 
Ille -1doa of lbe meaocyc1oae are •lmllar to tboae ot boot echo 
circulation. From Stout 

Fig. 36 ~..-ierm1 Ill Pabreiiliett ad ralafUI IDleUlty 
In IDchea per bour for lbe eame iup time, About 10· cleCr• 
dewpolnt temperllllre drop IMlde lbe rain area-ladlcCee a 
humidity dip. From Slloia 
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Fig. 39 Aotlcyclonlc spiral echo photographed at Maxwell AFB, Alabama, 32°N. The echo wae followed for over two hours , 
but there wao no report of a tornado along Ito path. Time: 1501· 1602 CST July I, 1959. Courtesy Mr. Bigler 
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Fig. 40 700 mb chart for 1800 CST, July I, 1959, two houn after the dloalpatloo of the aotlcycloolc 
hook echo. The extrapolated positions at l 2C and 18C are shown by paloted circles. 
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Pig. 42 Same r~ cloud 20 mlnUlea later. A 
cone abaped tonwlo dropped from the base of the cloud 
a1 1828 CST and rapidly developed Into a large tonwlo. 
Notice tbat Ille tonwlo wae to the left (soulb) of ~e 
r otatiDg cloud center. Courtesy Mr. Llttke 

bnodo Cyclone-

Fig. ~3 Tornado cyclone of 1815 CST, April 22, 1958 from Texas A&M radar. 
Courtesy Mr. Bigler 
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Fig. 41 Rotating cloud weot of Fargo, N. O. 1814 CST, 
jwie 20, 1947. The center of the cloud wao 6. 4 mllee away. 
Courtesy Mr. Bergqu.lst 
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Fig. 44 The eye of the above tornado cyc lone at 1827 CST. 
Courtesy Mr. Bigler 
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b o Isolated Convection'.Systems 

When the atmosphere receives heat from underlying land or ocean surface s , the depth 

of convection is usually large enough to give rise to the development of cellular convection 

.patterns, . similar in shape to those observed by Benard in 1900 • . Sixty years later Tiros cloud 

photographs revealed that there often exist areas of cellular convective nephsystems over the 

oceano . Krueger and Fritz (1961) investigated the physical nature of the cellular cloud 

patterns obtaining extremely large diameter to depth ratios, about 10. times larger than 

. laboratory results have. shown • . However, . .their further investigations with the aid of narrow 

angle photographs uncover the fine structural configurations,. to be comparable, in order of 

magnitude to diameter to depth ratio, . to laboratory resultso 

Over the .continent, the pat tern of cumulus to cumulonimbus convection is rather complicated 

due to differential heating and irregular topographyo. Using.Scorer 's (1957) method of simulating 

thermals by put ting a salt solution, made visible by a white precipitaht, into .a water tank, 
t 

Woodward (1959) photographed successive outlines. of thermals .in order to calculate the 

. change in their diameter as it traveled downward (Figo 51A)o . She concluded that the dis 

t ortion of initially horizontal layers was caused by the thermal circulation • . Figure 51B 

shows the result which indicates a definite sinking motion inside the volume surrounding the 

thermalo 

· A mesoscale.sinking motion characterized by a cloud- free ring surrounding a large island 

in the .tropics was investigated by Malkus (1955)0 As seen in Fig. 52, the cloud-free ring 

extended off-shore having a radius of about the same width as the island itself. With the use 

of actual soundings, Malkus .calculated stream lines :(Fig •. 53) indicating intense ascent over 

the island9 maximum rate of 10 cm/sec at 10 000 m and descent in the subsidence ring, 

maximum rate, 3 cm/sec at 900 m altitudeo The maximum convergence directly beneath 

the ascending current would be about 10 x 10- 5 sec- 1 , and the maximum divergence 

in the cloud-free ring, 3 x 10-5 sec -r 
J 

o Both of the se values are no l~rger than we 

observe in our daily synoptic charts, except that the horizontal gradient is far greater than 

cases of large scale motionso 
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CIRCULATION WITHOUT VERTICAL WIND SHEAR 

The mechanisms of a single or of several cwnulonimbi, which .are completely ·separated 

from large mesoscale convection ~ystems, -such as squall lines, attracted the attention of a 

number of meteorologists, notably Suckstorff (1938) , who studied the mechanism of pressure 

rise and temperature drop associated with thunderstorms. _He :considered that air rises dry

adiabatically until it reaches the cloud b11se, . and that the descending, air. warms _·up moist

adiabatically, due to the evaporation of water droplets. This process was proved by the 

.use of several kite-ascents .made beneath shower clouds. Thus, a model of thunderstorm 

circulation, which is basically the same as is widely .used today, was established (Fig. 54, 

55). 

Entrainment, . one of the most important processes. of cumulus convection was first 

reported by $tommel (1947) in his study of trade-wind cwnuli, which are characterized by 

the in-cloud temperature lapse rate observed to be different from moist-adiabatic. In.order 

to explain this lapse-rate, it was assumed that the environmental air is continuously drawn 

into the cloud in a manner s.imilar to that of a mechanically- driven jet _stream sucking 

ambient air into .it. - Stommel 's estimate of entrainment rate_ was .considerably large, 100% 

per 100 mb in the case of trade-wind cumuli • . Updrafts in thunderstorms are Jar greater in 

diameter than that of cwnuli and the entrainment rate .is likely to be smaller than the above. 

~yers and Hull (1949) computed.the entrainment from the horizontal displacement of rawin

sonde balloons released near thunderstorms, at the time of the Thunderstorm Project. 

The .entrainment rate . they obtained was about 253 per 100 mb in active cwnulonimbi. A 

few years later Byers (1951) pointed out that entrainment rates greater than 403 per 100 mb 

would prevent the growth of cwnuli into cwnulo'\limbi; and Austin (1951) pres.ented a 

graphical procedure for obtaining in-cloud lapse.rates for two moisture.distributions, . and 

mixing regimes, corresponding 673 and 403 entrainment rate per 100 mb • . His convincing 

results,reproduced in Fig. 56, show that the humidity distribution of environmental air 

controls the cloud development, when the rate of entrainment is high. 

So far there has been no direct measurement of entrainment rate of large cwnulonimbus 

clouds. However, it is possible .to estimate the rate from the:percentage change of area, 

which.was obtained by Byers and Braham .(1949) using the time change in the balloon positions. 
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If we assume that the diameter of the updraft remains unchanged while the area, 

including the updraft, formed by three balloons decreased with time, the converging 

air must entrain into the updraft. The entrainment experienced by the updraft while 

ascending through 8 P , the pressure difference is given by 

E 8AA /-8P. (19) 

This value should be positive when under decreasing pressure, the area decreases. 

Assuming that hydrostatic pressure is responsible for the change in the pressure of 

the ascending parcel we use the relations 

- 8P = pg 8z and 8 z = w 8 t , 

and express the rate of entrainment, thus 

8A --;;; 
E - - 8P 

8A 
A 

pgw 8t (in CGS) (20) 

With the use of values in the following units: aA/A in percentage; t:. P , 100 mb; 

p , ( g I cm3 ) ; g , ( cm/sec 2) w , ( m/ sec) ; t:. t , hour, the entrainment 

rate can be computed by 

in °/o per 100 mb) 
(21) E -

-I 
3.6pgw 

Using percentage changes of area per hour, t:. A I l:.t tr , average lapse rates of 

temperature; and mean updraft velocity of thunderstorms from which rain was falling, 

the following table of entrainment rate was computed as a function of height. 

I. 2. 3. Entrainment rate 
Height (ft) p uo-3 9/cm3 ) w (m/sec) Af--tt.t (% per hour) ( % oer 100 mb) 

30,000 
25,000 
20,000 
15,000 
10,000 
5,000 
3,000 
1,000 

0.45 12 +100 
0.53 13 + 90 
0.63 12 -150 
0.75 8 -120 
0.88 5 - 90 
1.04 3 - 90 
1.09 2 0 
1.12 1 + 70 

Rate of entrainment of cumulonimbus clouds which were precipitating. 
1, from Fig. 15; 2, from Fig. 18; 3, from Fig. 25 of the Thunderstorm 

- 6 
- 4 
+ 6 
+ 6 
+ 4 
+ 8 

0 
- 18 



The thunderstorms used in computing the Table had cell diameters of approximately 

3 miles, which would be considered medium size. Due to the fact, that the cloud 
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was precipitating, as stated in the Thunderstorm, the net entrainment into the updraft 

could be larger. In view of this .the influence of the ~owndraft upon reducing entrainment 

was partially compensated by using conservative values of w. 

De:Spite the fact that we have little information on entrainment rates of convective 

clouds of different sizes, an attempt was made to show a relation between draft 

diameters and entrainment rates (Fig. 57) • 

. Downdrafts from a thunderstorm usually spread radially from the cells in mature 

and dissipating stages. Byers and Braham (1949) investigated the depth of the cold-air 

dome beneath thunderstorms obtaining an average height of 2, 500 ft, although individual 

measurements varied from 1, 000 to 5, 000 ft. This· is the average height of the cloud 

base over Florida and Ohio where the Thunderstorm Project took place, and it seems 

reasonable to consider that the cooling takes place within the sub-cloud layer. ~adio

sonde observations of individual cases , however, do not always indicate a marked top 

of the cold dome because the initial moist adiabatic lapse rate will soon by disturbed by 

1) the subsidence of the dome which will increase the temperature of dome top dry

adiabatically, and 2) the isentropic mixing of the turbulent layer (Fig . . 58). The 

change in temperature profile due to these motions sometimes creates wrong j~gement 

of the dome top. It is worthwhile to note that the vertical wind shear at the top of the 

temperature inversion is considerably smaller than that at D, the dome top where the 

temperature discontinuity is insignificant. 

The discontinuity zone along the leading edge of the cold dome is characterized by 

(1) pressure surge, . (2) vector wind shift (first gust and/or direction shift,) (3) tem

perature break,. and (4) first rain. Usually, (2)_ follows (1) immediately, because 

the pressure gradient induces a wind change .at the surface; then a few minutes 

later the temperature break .takes place. The Thunderstorm Project revealed that 

the time difference between the occurrence of the first-gust and the temperature 

break was approximately one to three minutes. It is likely that these statistics were 

based upon daytime thunderstorms. The cold dome from nocturnal thunderstorms, 

while traveling over a thin cushion of surface inversion, may never disturb the 

thermograph several feet above the StJ.rface. A high gust or first rain will have a 
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tendency to stir up the surface air causing either a temperature drop or, frequently, a 

rise lasting a short time. 

A typical case of a double-cell thunderstorm over the ;~hunderstorm project area was 

analysed by Fujita (1960). The case occurred on August 13, 194 7 and was a typical 

example of air-mass showers having medium cells. The pressure profile through the 

center of activity indicated a few tenths of a millibar depression before the appearance 

of echo. When the first echo formed, a slight pressure rise was experienced. An 

abrupt upsurge in pressure in the form of a pressure nose occurred almost concurrently 

with the impact of downdraft onto the ground. The pressure nose, up to four miles in 

diameter lasted only ten minutes or so before becoming too insignificant to be separated 

from the pressure dome (Figs. 59, 60, '>l). 

Theoretical relationship between !::. M , the total excess mass of cold air integrated 

over the entire dome area, and R e , the total amount of rain evaporated inside the 

cold dome was studied by Fujita (1959). The following formula was derived in this 

study: 

t::.M - 9A.Re, 
(22) 

where c r. - rm> I C r d - rm> using the symbols.-

r * ' the lapse rate of sub-cloud atmosphere before the precipitation, and rm and 

f d , that of moist and dry adiabat, respectively. Approximate values of A. 

associated with various types of rain are: 

I - 3/4 

3/4 - 1/2 

1/2 - 1/4 

1/4 - 0 

Thundershowers in the warm sector 

Showers or thundershowers in the cold sector 

Warm -frontal rain 

In-cloud precipitation. 

It is evident that more excess mass is produced by evaporation when the cold dome 

replaces more unstable atmosphere below the cloud base. 

There are no direct relationships between !::. M and Rs , the total amount of 

in-dome precipitation received on the ground. Introducing I/I ( H) , the cold air 

production ratio we write 

t::.M I/I ( H) Rs (23) 



where 1't(H) is considered to be a function of H, the height of the cloud base. This 

equation and the previous one combined will give us 
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1Jt (H) 
l1 M 

9>.. ~ - - (24) 
Rs Rs , 

which can be reduced to 

IJt (H) 
liM 

9 
Re - = Rs Rs 

(25) 

for the thundershowers in the warm sector. This equation permits us to compute 

the mass ratio of evaporated rain and that of surface rain out of carefully analysed 

mesosynoptic and isohyet charts. Braham 's (1952) values of raindrop evaporation, 

which were computed by using the water budgets of thunderstorm circulation, and those 

of Fujita's are plotted on one chart (Fig. 62). There is good agreement between the 

two. 

In the dry thunderstorms, raindrops evaporate and disappear before reaching the 

surface. The downdraft first descends moist adiabatically until in-draft evaporation 

ceases, and thereafter the draft temperature follows a dry adiabat. Krumm (1954) 

"discussed this subject in general taking entrainment processes into consideration. 

Under the assumption of steady state and non entrainment Foster (1958) integrated 

the buoyancy equation , 

or 

where 6.T = T-T
1 

. 
w 

. 
w 

- g 
T

1
- T 
T 

l1 T 
-T-

is always positive and can be expressed as 

l1 T = .6. To (I - L) z . 

(26) 

(27) 

where z is the height, Z the height of the level where downdraft originates, 

and l1 To , the temperature difference of in-draft and environmental air at the 

surface. The steady state assumption, 
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w = aw 
w az. 

permits the integration of the buoyancy equation as follows: 

1° w dw = - g ~:01Z(I - ~ ) dz, 
Wo 0 

(28) 

where Tm represents mean temperature. Thus, the downdrafr speed at the surface, 

= gZ ATu_ 
Tm • (29) 

is obtained. From this result it is inferred that the kinetic energy of a downdraft is 

proportional to the h~ight of the level where the downdraft originates and to the amount 

of surface cooling. 

The vertical velocity at the level z 

thus 

is obtained by integrating equation (28), 

[wdw = _
9 

6To lz ( 1 __ z_) 
Tm Z 

z 
dz 

w ~ ( Z - z) 
ZTm 

The divergence at the level z is, therefore 

~ + -2...L -ax ay -~ az 
~To 

ZTm 

This indicates that the downdraft is characterized by a constant value of convergence 

at all levels. 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

Observations show that the surface wind beneath a downdraft is always divergent. 

Values of 100 to 500 x 10- 5 per second are common. In view of this,Foster's vertical 

motion should be joined smoothly with the low level divergent field in which the down

drafts change into horizontal winds. 
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A preliminary approach to the solution of the deceleration of a downdraft as it 

approaches the surface is to solve the three-dimensional flow stopped by a horizontal 

barrier at the surface. One of the many ways of representing three-dimensional dis

tribution of velocity potential in an incompressible atmosphere is given by 

<P = f (ax 2 + by 2 + cz 2
) (33) 

And a solution to this equation is obtained by choosing a, b and c so that they satisfy 

the condition. 

a + b + c o. (34) 

If we assume the case of a circular downdraft as shown in Fig. 63, . the downdraft 

spreads in a circular pattern from the draft center and we have 

a = b and c = - 2 a 

because the velocity components are : 

u a<P - ax - a x t 

a<P b y • v - ay -

a <P c z . w - az -

Assumption -of a stationary flow permits us to use Bernoulli's equation 

where IV I is the absolute value of the velocity vector. We then obtain 

Putting . Do , the velocity divergence at the surface, 

Do = 

into equation (37) we have 

aw --az=-c=2o, 

I 2 
P + 1f P Do ( x 2 + y 2 + 4 z 2 

) = K • 

(35) 

(36) 

. (37) 

(38) 



This equation is only applicable within the area of pressure nose where the horizontal 

divergence is rather constant. The divergence inside the cold dome drops down rapidly 

toward the dome boundary. In order to determine K, the constant, we assume the pressure 

and the radius of the pressure-dome boundary to be PR and 

Putting these values into equation (38) we have 

P + I p D2 R2 = K 
R S 0 • 

Then we obtain the in -nose pressure, 

R , respectively. 

P = PR + ~ p D~ [ R2
- ( x2 + y 2 + 4z

2
)] • 

The second term on the right side of the equation, 

II I 2 [ 2 ( 2 2 2 ] = 9 p Do R - x + y + 4z ) , 

represents the amount of non-hydrostatic pressure induced by the impact of a down

draft onto the ground. At the center of the nose on the ground, where 

x = y = z = O, 

the highest non-hydrostatic pressure, 

I 2 2 
IImox = 8 P Do R , 

is reached. The average radius and divergence of the pressure dome, R == 4 miles 

and D == 500 x 10 - 5 sec_, would produce the maximum non -hydrostatic pressure 

of 

IImox •. I. 4 mb , 

The three-dimensional distribution of non-hydrostatic pressure is shown in Fig. 63. 

CIRCULATION WITH VERTICAL WIND SHEAR 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

Cumulus to cumulonimbus clouds developing through the levels of strong vertical 

winds display a number of important features which are not otherwise observed. Byers 

and Braham (1949) found that r adar clouds, in their early growing stage, on PPI scope 
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drift with low-level winds. As their height increases the direction of their motion 

changes gradually to that of high-level winds {Fig. 64). With the use of the time change 

in the slope of cloud turret on RHI scope Byers and Battan {1949) computed the vertical 

wind shear. In case a tilt of a turret exists between the levels 

h b , the inclinations, 

tan a ho - hb 
R 

ho (top) 

are computed at two different times t 1 and t 2 , in order to obtain the 

vertical wind shear, 

8 (ho - hb ) --sf ( cot a ) = 

where the suffixes 1 and 2 refer to two different times. 

and 

{42) 

{43) 

A theoretical treatment of the effect of wind shear upon cumulus clouds undergoing 

entrainment.while growing through shear levels was undertaken by Malkus {1949). 

She assumed the constant shear and entrainment rate at all levels, thus 

VE - VoE + bz 
(44) 

and M - Mo + kz {45) 

where VE is the wind speed outside the cloud, M, the mass of in-cloud air, 

V oE and Mo respectively are the wind speed and the mass at the level on which 

the speed of cloud and outside wind coincide. The height z was measured upward from 

this level. From the conservation of momentum, the cloud speed and its inclination, 

Ve - VoE -
Kbz 2 

2(Mo+Kz) 

tan 8 2 w(Mo + K z ) 
Kb z 

(46) 

(47) 

were obtained. It is evident that the inclination remains unchanged as long as the steady 
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state of updraft is assumed. The equation shows that the cloud grows vertically if K 

is zero or if no entrainment takes piace. This is understandable because the entrainment 

is assumed to be the only mechanism by which the rising in-cloud air is accelerated. 

Thus, equation (21) is reduced to 

Ve - VoE + bz 

in case K approaches infinity. 

Later Malkus (1952) generalized the momentum flux equation by adding the form 

drag term; thus 

d(MVe)= VEdM1 -VedMo+ fdz 

(48) 

(49) 

where d M 1 and d M 0 represent in- and outflux due to entrainment and detrainment, 

f, the drag force per unit height of the cloud. The results she obtained are 

and 

Ve - VoE = b [ z + t ( e-Rz - I)] 

tan e w = Ve -VoE 

(50) 

(51) 

where R is the frictional coefficient resulting from both mass entrainment and the 

frictional drag upon the ascending air. It is again true that the slope remains constant 

as long as the updraft remains steady. These results proved to coincide with the 

observations of trade-wind cumuli. 

In recent years meteorologists' attention swung to the opposite extreme scale of 

convection: giant cumulonimbi which develop through the levels of large vertical 

wind shear. In many cases they develop into severe hailstorms but do not accompany 

violent tornadoes. A number of researchers who studied this type of storm con

cluded, directly or indirectly, that the updraft structure is quite different from what 

had been observed in pulsating cells of medium size thunderstorms. Dessens (1960) 

made a ·statl.stical analysis of the thunderstorms in southwest France, leading him to 

conclude that heavy destructive hailstorms occur with the high maximum winds 

observed between the ground and the tropopause. He then suggested a model of a hail-



storm with an updraft which draws sub-cloud air continuously and discharges it into 

strong horizontal winds. Following the presentation of Des.sens' paper Weideman 

(1959) made an attempt to explain Dessens' model from a cloud-physical point of 

view. He stated that the strong jet at the upper levels carry away the growing 

particles which continue to grow until they are large enough to descend against the 

powerful updraft and initiate the Byers-Braham 's downdraft mechanism. 

A novel approach by Browning and Ludlam (1960) using radai and surface data 

of hailstorms in England revealed convincingly the existence of a steady-state up

draft. A model of their hailcloud with a tilted updraft appears in Fig. 65. The 

precipitation in the cloud is most intense in the region of downdraft, but the small 

particles, which are no longer carried up by the decelerating updraft near the 

cloud top, chxse their way to fall toward the downwind side of the highlevel wind. 

Thus the chute of small hail and rain produces an overh~g of radar cloud. 
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With the use of the method developed by Douglas, Gunn and Marshall (1957), 

Hitschfeld (1960) in his study of snow generating cells, derived the pattern of plumes 

eroded out from the near -top of cumulonimbi. He computed the horizontal displacement 

of particles using the equation, 

AS 
Az = (VE -Ve) -w * , (52) 

whe!l"e, VE and V c are the vector of environmental wind and that of cloud movement, 

w •, the mean fall velocity of a particle while traveling a layer of thickness A z 

Figure 66 represents the derivation of plume pattern in the vertical. And this 

phenomenon is effectively presented on CAPP! photographs above 20, 000 ft levels. An 

example of plume growth appears in Fig. 67. 

The plume~ drifting out from the tops of cumulonimbi are occasionally seen in 

Tiros cloud photographs .. An example (Fig. 68) appeared over Florida and nearby 

waters while 60 to 70 mile winds prevailed at the 300 mb level. Jt is seen that some 

plumes extend over the length of two-degree latitude or 140 miles. 

A giant-size hailcloud penetrating very strong horizontal winds, near Cheyenne, 

Wyomning, was photographed and investigated by Cunningham. From a C-130 aircraft 

he observed hail being thrown out from the side of the cloud (Fig. 69). Cunningham's 

conclusions and those of Browning-Ludlam show remarkable agreement, although 



they were derived from an entirely different approach. 

With the use of single-image photogrammetric technique, Fu~ita and Byers (1960) 

analysed Cunningham's hailcloud photographs. It was found that the anvil growth took 
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place at the 32, 000 ft level, where a marked stable layer existed. The tropopause height 

was 52, 000 ft and at no time of available photographs did the cloud reach that height. (Figs. 

70, 71) • . This indicates that a combination of high horizontal winds and appreciable stability 

may behave as the tropopause which discourages vertical development. Small scale 

pumping action of an uprising cell was observed beyond the anvil level. 

The National Severe Storms Project (NSSP) has been gathering data which have potential 

values in solving problems of isolated convection systems. April 21, 1961 was a day with 

appreciable vertical shear between 20 and 42, 000 ft levels. The highest wind at 42, 000 ft 

was west .110 kts. (Fig. 72). The cumulonimbus viewed from beneath the drifting anvil 

was perspectively spectacular (Fig. 73). When the NSSP DC-6 turned around the huge 

tower we had a chance to photograph the cloud looking northeast (Fig. 74). As will be 

seen in the photograph there was a boiling tower of cumuli surrounded by a cyclonic 

vortex visualized by the pattern of stratocumulus clouds. In an attempt to reveal the 

overall structure of the storm, echoes in both full and reduced gain photographed by 

WSR - 57 radar at Kansas City were added to the chart showing photographic information 

of the cloud (Fig. 75). It was found that the towering cumuli in Fig. 74 correspond to the 

pendant echo extending south from the western end of the major echo. The general 

characteristics are very similar to those of a tornado cyclone. Evidently, a tornado 

occurred 25 minutes after the picture was taken. The tornado location is indicated by 

an X· on the map. 

Another very interesting feature of the cumulominbus of April 21 is its semi -vertical 

column of convective clouds standing against a very high wind shear. Newton (1960) 

proposed a mechanism of the generation of vertical acceleration due to non-hydrostatic 

pressure induced by relative vector winds. Figure 76 represents the preferable locations 

of positive (low level) and negative (high level) non-hydrostatic pressures. Vertical 

acceleration will, therefore, take place to the right edge of the main tower if we face 

toward the direction of the motion of the existing cloud. Newton's vertical motion field 

coincides with the region of tornado occurrence, and Fig. 74 seems to represent this 

intense vertical development. 



In his theoretical study on cumulus convection~ Van Thullenar (1960) discussed in

cloud pressure from both hydrostatic and non-hydro1:>tatic considerations. In both 

cases it was emphasized that there exists· a pressure force acting outward and upward 
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in the active portion of the cloud. As a result, condensation products are forced outward. 

Van Thullenar also tried to estimate the effect of dw I d t on the verticai component of 

the equation motion, and also aP/at , the local change in pressure, obtaining as large 

a value as 7. 9 mb per min. for the latter. His work had led meteorologists to realize 

the importance of taking accurate measurements of the gradient of meteorological 

parameters from proper observational platforms. 

In-cloud non-hydrostatic pressure can be obtained if the field of vertical and horizontal 

motions is established. Browning-Ludlam's model of a hailcloud appearfog in Fig. 65. 

was used as the basis of computation. The non-hydrostatic pressure is defined as 

where P is the actual pressure defined by the kinetic theory of gas, P h , the 

hydrostatic. pressure and TI , the non-hydrostatic pressure. It follows, therefore, 

that 

I ap 
p. az - g 

From the definition, we write 

and 
a Jco -al z pg d2 = - pg. 

Equation (54) can be reduced to 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 



On the other hand, the vertical acceleration without friction, 

dw aw + u~ + v~ + --2.!.... dt - at w ax ay a z 
' 

can be reduced to 

.--9.!L - u~ - w h_ 
d t ax az 

if the cross-section of the cloud is made through the center so that v is zero, and 

if a stationary state is assumed. Browning-Ludlam's model permits us to compute both 

w and w Iv from stream· 1ines, and the isotachs of w • Figure 77 shows the 

method of computing dw Id t from one-minute displacements (black dots) of parcels 

along the stream lines in a stationary state. Actually the displacements were comp~ted 

by 

J u2 + w 2 w csc 8. 
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(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

After. the acceleration dw/dt was tabulated at 1-lan grid points, the vertical integration, 

n .. z = 1""- p ~~ dz = Lz p ~~ { _ dz l, (61) 

was performed downward, in order to obtain the non-hydrostatic pressure as a function of 

x and z • Final results appear in Fig. 18. It is seen that non-hydrostatic pressure 

decreases as we descend into the main body of the updraft. A maximum is reached where 

the vertical velocity is the largest. As we approach the ground over the region of down

draft, negative non-hydrostatic pressure changes quickly into positive making fair con

tribution to the pressure nose. 

Non-hydrostatic pressure is not only important to the vertical acceleration but it also 

gives an appreciable horizontal pressure gradient, thus 

a P a Ph + ...2..11.. ax - ~ ax . (62) 

It is estimated that the horizontal accelerations due to both hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic 



origin are in the same order of magnitude. Nevertheless, our present knowledge per

taining to dynamical and thermodynamical fields inside isolated cumulonimbus clouds 

are still far from being quantitative. Future efforts in semi-synoptic measurements of 

P, T, T d , LWC, u, v, and w, using aircraft, droames, rockets and various 

radars are required. 
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Fig. 59 Outnow from twin thlDlderatorm cell• over the Thunder1torm 
Project Network. Time: I~ CST, Augu.ot 13, 1947. A long wind barb and/ 
or nag Indicate 2 and 10 mph, reapectlvely. 
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Fig. 65 Stream lines and vertical velocity inside the hail cloud which extended about S. 000 
ft beyond the tropopa.use. From Browning and Ludlam 
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Fig. 66 Derivation of plume pattern In the vertical. From Hltachfeld 

Fig. 67 Growth of anvil cloud of July I, 1956 at 25,000ft. From Hltschfeld 
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Fig. 688 Anvil clouds photographed by Tiros I 
from 700 km height above Florida. 
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Fig. 69 Precipitation falling out from the weetern aide of a cumuJCllllmbua, 1457 csr 
September 11, 1958 near Cheyenne, Wyo. Courtesy of Dr. CUlllllDgbam 
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F ig. 72 Verllcal distribution of Winds over 
Topeka, Kano. The laolated cumulonimbus was 
loclted· some 100 mile• ooutheut of Topeka. 

FllJ. 73 Bloe of anvil cloud viewed from U. S. Weather aireau'a OC-68 In the NSSP 
Olght of April 21, 1961. Time: 1705 CST, altitude: 20,000 It. 

F ig. 74 View of the aame cloud from the dlrecllon perpendicular to the vertical 
wind •heor, Time: 1750, 1llltude: 20,000 ft. 
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F ig. 75 Showlni; the poaltlon and the direction of two photorr1phs taken while Dying around the 
cumulonimbus of April 21. 1961. 
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c. Squall-(Meso)Systems 

Convective activities extending tens and hundreds of miles have received attention since 

very olden days due to the dramatic weather changes experienced at t~e. time of these. activities. 

The French meteorologist, Durand-Greville (1892) investigated a line of thunderstorms of 

August 27, 1890,, which moved from central France to southern Germany. The line.was 

accompanied by an appreciable pressure rise and high winds. Durand-Greville. called this 

weather system a "ligne de grain" ,(squall line). Since.then, meteorologists have used 

various terms, . depending upon the emphases of their papers--for example: pre-cold frontal 

squall line, Harrison and Otendorff _(1941); nonfrontal thunderstorms, Byers (1942,); in

stability line, U.S. W. B. _(1949); pressure pulsation, Brunk (1949); prefrontal squall line;, 

Newton (1950); pressure jump line, Tepper (1950); elevation, depression and combination 

type waves, Williams (1953); rain-induced high, Oliver and Holzworth .(1953); convective 

system, Bergeron (1954); thunderstorm high; microhigh; bubble .high; dwarf high; and others. 

It should be mentioned that each author made significant contributions to the investigation of 

the subject under these terms but was not necessarily the first to use the particular term . 

. It is not, . of course, the purpose . of this review paper to discuss the proper name for this 

phenomenon; however, it should be mentioned that the International Meteorological 

Organization now uses the designation, "instability line. " This term seems to indicate 

activity ranging from line cumuli, which may develop into showers, to a decaying system in 

which most of the energy of instability has been exhausted. Yet, the term was .adopted long 

before radar pictures, aircraft measurements, satellite data, and subsequent mesosynoptic 

analyses became available to research on this subject. Bergeron (1954) pointed out that we 

should treat the precipitation, pres·sure jump line, high.winds, etc •. which accompany this 

particular type of convection as a "system", thus including the entire circulation, both 

horizontal and vertical. This "system" would, therefore, include the whole dynamical and 

thermodynamical entity as in the case of a hurricane consisting of eye,. spiral rainbands, 

inflow at lower levels and upper outflow, and negative vorticity regions at far distant 

environments. There will be no argument against using the term "convective system" to 

refer to a circulation system involving squall lines. H~ever, to distinguish the squall-line 

convection from isolatep cumulus to cumulonimbus convections, the term either "squall

mesosystem" or "squall-system" will be used in this paper in order to designate the entire 

entity extending from surface to the highest level involving the squall-line circulation •. 
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MESOSYNOPTIC ANALYSIS OF SQUALL-MESOSYSTEMS 

Synoptic charts, showing the various aspects of squall lines, which were analysed by various 

researchers, were collected. Then, an area of 500 x 600 miles was cut out of each chart, and 

all were enlarged to a uniform size to simplify the scale comparison and discussion of the 

investigations of these.researchers. A total of eighteen analyses of different cases was re

produced herein. 

· Durand-Greville's analysis of the August 28:, . 1890 squall line represents .a marked trough 

followed by a line of pressure jump extending more than 500 miles from northern Germany 

to northernmost Italy (Fig. 79). In his analysis, made even before the polar front was 

discovered by ,. Scandinavian group, the isobars were of surprisingly excellent quality. Even 

modern• day analysts might find it difficult to construct such.a chart using as limited an 

amount of data as he used some 70 years ago. 

The twin-high-pressure areas of July 21, 1937 over Germany which were analysed by 

Suckstorff (1938) for the purpose of establishing his downdraft model of thunderstorm highs 

wer·e characterized by their horizontal dimensions of one to two hundred miles across 

(Fig. 80). They seem to have developed over the area of low winds aloft as in the case of 

Fujita 's (1959) mesosystem associated with stationary radar echoes (Fig. 91). 

A significant pressure pulsation with about a 13 mb drop (Fig. 81) and the following 

recovery was studied by Brunk (1949). Comparison of his analysis with that of a series of 

squall-mesosystems occurring inside the cold sector, by Fujita, Newstein . and Tepper (1956), 

implies that the drop took place to the west of a mesoscale pressure ridge traveling eastward 

at high speed ... In the latter case Qune 24- 25, 1953) the drop reached 10 mb while the rise 

was about 3 to 5 mb .(Fig. 8i9). Newton's (1950) analysis of May 29, 1947 (Fig. 82), Bergeron's 

squall line of April 10, 1947. (Fig. 87), and an operational mesoanalysis by Magor (1959) 

seen in Fig. 90 were all more or less similar situations. The systems occurred in the 

area of strong southwesterly flow under the influence of continental cyclones in their 

development to mature stages. Surface disturbances of these squall-mesosystems extended 

northward into the cold sector north of the warm front •. Although Brunk (1953) emphasized 

wind and precipitation (Fig. 83) and Williams (1953), the pressure changes (Fig. 84), the 

over-all patterns of the highs, the cold fronts, and the low pressure areas located between 

them are all very similar. One of Fujita 's (1955) systems (Fig. 88) also belongs to this type. 



It is rather amazing that one chart chosen arbitrarily from the U. S. Weather Bureau's 

official daily synoptic maps (Fig. 85), Oliver and Holzworth's (1953) rain-induced high, 
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(Fig. 86), a smaller mesosystem in Fujita's (1955) chart (Fig. 88) and Bergeron's (1960) 

convective system of June 2, 1951 (Fig. 92) all included the highs , lows, and fronts arranged 

in.the same spacial configurations . 

The squall-line analysis by Goldman (1961) represents the mesosystems in .their early 

dissipation stage (Fig. 93). The systems are accompanied by :remaining showers, insig

nificant pressure surge along the leading edge, and a series of lows with a steep gradient of 

pressure to the east of the lows. 

Presented in Fig. 94 is a result of Dellert's (1961) machine mesoanalysis of the situation 

at 2330 CST, May 7, . 1956. Smith's (1961) hand analysis of the same situation represents .a 

tighter pressure gradient than the machine analysis .(Fig. 95). Otherwise, the patterns are 

very similar. 

Finally, a gridded Tiros photograph of two large squall-mesosystems of May 27, 1960 is 

presented in Fig. 96. The outlines of the gigantic cloud masses, probably composite anvils, 

cover the areas comparable to the surface mesosystems under discussion. At the time of the 

photograph, the wind direction at the 200 mb level was approximately W'NW 60 lets . It is 

conceivable that the eastern edges of the oval-shaped clouds were far ahead of the boundaries 

of the surface mesosystems. However, arc-shaped.patterns of relatively small clouds were 

visible along the edge of the oval-shaped clouds . This would indicate that the systematic 

circulation of the squall -mesosystems extended beyond the fringes of the outflowing anvils 

from the in-system cumulonimbi. 

SURFACE PRESSURE FIELD 

Under the assumption that the isobars of squall-mesosystems can be obtained by simply 

superimposing the excess pressure field of the system, in its various stages, upon the basic 

field in which a mesosystem is imbedded, an attempt was made to obtain various pressure 

patterns. The basic fields used are: 

C •••• Cold sector north of warm or cold front 

F ••. • On the front, which may be warm or cold front 

W •••• Warm sector south of warm front or east of cold front. 



The excess pressure patterns of mesosystems obtained by Fujita (1955) were then super

imposed. According to his investigations, a squall-mesosystem develops from a small 

mesohigh and dissipates as a mesodepression after going .through the following five . stages 

(Fig. 97) : 

1 •••. Initiation Stage- -A small mesohigh, which can be 
detected only by /3 network, forms and develops. 

2 . ••• Development Stage--Horizontal dimensions increase 
to over 100 miles, yet no mesodepression appears inside 
the system • 

. 3 • ••• Mature Stage- -Showers reach their maximum 
intensities and a mesodepression develops behind the 
showers. 

4 .•• • Dissipation Stage- -The mesodepression reaches the 
minimum deficit pressure and showers disintegrate. 

5 • • •• Remnant Stage - -The mesohigh flattens out and the 
mesodepression fills up. 
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The life history of the five stages can be represented on. the· "excess-deficit pressure 

diagram" as shown in.Fig. 98. The maximum excess pressure of the mesohigh ( ~P 

max) varies .according to the intensity of the system itself. However, the minimum deficit 

pressure ·of the mesodepression ( ~ P min) depends mainly upon the traveling speed of 

the sqnali-mesosystem • 

. Figure 99 represents the result of the superposition of excess pressure patterns, in 

stages 1 through .4, upon the basic fields C, F, and W. The system designator, Cl, F3, 

etc. , appears in each chart near the lower right corner •. Various squall line cases re

produced in Figs. 79-96 may also be designated by the designators presented above. 

Brunk's (1949) investigation of the pressure pulsation of April 11, 1944 certainly was 

one of the earliest efforts in finding the nature of pressure changes associated with meso

scale disturbances. Four typical traces which he analysed are reproduced in Fig. 100. 

The one from Huntington, West Virginia indicates a pressure jump and the following drop, 

a typical trace of a squall-ntesosystem in stages 2 and 3. Others are, however, very close 

to stage 4 or early 5, characterized' by insignificant or no pressure surge but by a deep 

mesodepression. 
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An example of complicated local change in pressure affected by dual squall-meso

systems is shown in Fig. 101. Appearing to ·the left is a synoptic chart of mesosystem 

A in stage 4, and B in stage 3. The pressure traces from selected stations indicated 

by painted circles in the chart, are reproduced to the right. These traces, before being 

organized into a mesosynoptic chart, are rather irregular. 

A pioneering work on pressure changes associated with midwestern squall lines 

during 1952 was done by Williams (1953). He analysed the isochrones of "elevation

type wave lines" (leading edge of the pressure rises along the progressive side of 

mesohighs) and the amount of excess pressure following the rise (Fig. 102), and those 

of "depression-type wave line" (the trough line of the pressure drop which follows the 

mesohigh) and the amount of the pressure deficit (Fig. 103). These isochrone analyses 

are extremely accurate and the pre-cold frontal squall line of May 13-14 is well 

documented. Using Williams' figures, the author plotted the values of l1P11•x and 

AP 1111N in an excess-deficit pressure diagram (Fig. 104). The·result showed in 

detail the evolution of the pressure field of the squall-mesosystem in late stage 3 through 

stage 5. A synoptic analysis of the same case for 0230 CST May 14 (Fig. 84) indicates 

the system in stage 3, the mature stage. 

Another work on squall line pressure disturbances done by Williams (1954) deals 

with the detailed structure of a mesodepression of April 7, 1948 over the Cloud Physics 

network in Ohio (Fig. 105). The analysis revealed that the mlnimum· pressures varied 

considerably within the network area of only 10 x 20 miles. 

PRESSURE JUMP LINES 

One of the most spectacular changes in pressure associated with a squall line takes 

place in the form of pressure jumps. A typical pressure jump recorded on a 12-hour 

microbarograph chart appears in Fig. 106. A jump of O. 18 in (6. 1 mb) occurring in no 

more than two minutes indicated the local change of 

~ ~ • 3 m b per min 

This jump occurred over the Cloud Physics network in Ohio and was studied by Williams 
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(1948). The speed of the jump, which fluctuated througho~t the network, was very fast

somewhere in the vicinity of 50 mph. The pressure gradient, therefore, is computed to 

be 

_Af_ - A p 
flx -C.At 

I 
- -3 x 50 x 60 3.5 mb I mile. 

Williams' analysis of this pressure jwnp over the network is reproduced in Fig. 107. 

It is evident that the gradient is well represented as a pack of isobars drawn at. one

millibar intervals. 

In the analysis of a pressure jwnp line of May 16, 1948, Tepper (1950) obtained 

a pressure gradient of 1. 15 mb per km and estimated that the equilibrium geostrophic 

wind would have to be about 2, 500 miles per hour if a geostroph.ic balance were 

reached. As has been introduced before, he used the amount of pressure rise to analyse 

the pressure field behind the pressure jump line. Two of his one-minute synoptic maps 

are shown in Fig. 108. They certainly prove that the system analysed over the dense 

station network does change considerably in intensity and configuration within even one 

minute. Meanwhile, the general patterns of the pressure jump line remain unchanged. 

After his studies on the nature of pressure jump lines through synoptic and dynamical 

analyses, Tepper (1950) proposed a mechanism of pressure jump as an analogy to the 

hydraulic jump in liquid. Later, Tepper (1952) published the mathematical models of 

the interval gravitational wave which can be applied to the various mesoscale pressure 

disturbances associated with a two-and three-layer atmosphere, The theory is briefly 

introduced herein: 

Assuming the flow of incompressible fluids with p > p' , h , the height of the 

interface, u, the horizontal velocity of the lower liquid. The horizontal velocity is 

independent of y and z. The motion of the lower fluid is given by 

~ a t 
+ u ..2_\L_ ax 

I oP 
Tax 

(63) 



ah 
at + a ax. ( hu )-= 0 

P - ( H - h ) p' g - { h ...., z ) pg. 

where H denotes the height of the top. of the upper layer. These equations are 

solved as 

[ : t + ( U ± C ) ~ X ] ( U ± 2C) - 0 

where c2 = (I - r ) gh. 

On the other hand, . the total derivative of a function, f = f(x, t) is 

-2...L 
a t 

~ ;...!!..!.. 
ax d t 

0 f 
- dT. 

The equations (67) and (68) indicate that f = Cu± 2c ) is constant along the Hnes 

whose slopes in the x-t diagram are 

dx = u ± c • Cit 
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(64) 

(65) . 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

Tepper called these lines "characteristic lines. " and obtained a and f3 families as 

indicated in Fig. 109. 

In case c is considerably larger than U) each family will travel far enough so 

that two families of characteristic lines no longer intersect. Namely, f3 can be 

regarded as constant, /31 = /32 = /3s = /34 = .. .... ... . = /30 . Combination of 

u -2c = /30 = constant and equation (67) give 

[ 
p' ]t 

u - 2c = u - 2 (I- p) gh = {30 

= constant 

(70) 
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over the entire x-t plane. On the other hand, the a family is represented by 

u + 2 c - Ckl • (71) 

From equations (70) and (71), u and . c along a characteristic line is constant. That 

is to say, the characteristic line must be a straight line from equation (69). Thus, 

for a single wave, the characteristic lines are straight lines along which u, c and h 

(from equation 70) are constant. From this result, it is feasible to obtain the space 

distribution of interface height in the future if initial values of u and h are given in 

x-t plane. One of the examples of pressure jump formation is reproduced in Fig. 110. 

Tepper (1955) modified Rossby's (1938) and Cahn's (1945) study on the problem of 

impulsive addition of momentum to simple current syste.ms, and considered t:Q.e initial 

current oriented north-south, such as in the case of the low-level southerly jet over the 

Great Plains. The basic equations used in solving his linear model are obtained by 

adding fu, the corioli 's force to the right side of equation (63). Equations (64) and (65) 

remain the same, but the y component of the equation of motion, 

av av 
~ + u ax= -fu' (72) 

was added. Through the use of finite difference, the basic equations were numerically 

integrated by a step-wise process in order to obtain the results shown in Fig. 111. 

Then he solved tlfe non-linear case in which the slope of characteristic lines changes 

resulting in curved lines (Fig. 113). The results of the non-linear case are presented 

in Fig. 112. The symbols used in the figure are 

where 

v.,,,. = ..J!_ u*=· _u_ 
Vo ' Vo 

c*= _c_ 
Vo 

t*= tf and x*= ...!.L 
Co 

co= vol Fo , Fo , the initial atmospheric Fraud number, and v 0 , the 

maximum speed of initial southerly wind. The unit oft* and x*, according to his 

estimate, are 200 minutes and 250 km, r e spectively. 

Extensive investigations of pressure jump lines in Midwestern United States during 

January-August 1951 were carried out by Tepper and his collaborators (1954) by using 

the data collected by the Tornado and Severe Storm Observational network. Together 

with their analyses of pressure jump isochrone s" the "Intensity-Amplitude value" (IA 

value) was used. It is defined as the product, 



and is approximately proportional to the kinetic energy of the vertical motion at the 

inversion surface. It was found that the areas of large IA values within the pressure 

jump zone tend to produce considerable severe storm activities (Fig. 114). 

A pressure jump line associated with the severe thunderstorm of Jtme 26, 1954 in 
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the Washington, D. C. area was traced al~ the way back to Minnesota by Holleyman (1954). 

Taking about 15 hours, the jump line of about 200 miles in length swept a narrow area 

(Fig. 115) ending at the Virginia coast. 

Pressure jump lines are thus related to the occurrence of severe storms, especially 

when the associated IA value is appreciable. Tepper (1950) reported a case of tornado 

formation along, especially at the intersection of, two pressure jump lines, and 

Newstein (1954) found that the positions of tornadoes on a x-t diagram lie on the pressure 

jump lines drawn in the same diagram. Another interesting phenomenon associated 

with the rapid fall of the inversion surface-opposite from pressure jump case-was 

studied by Tepper (1951). He varified that a "chopped off" edge of a cloud bank moved 

over Washington, D. C. when the pressure dropped suddenly, and then it recovered 

after a short while. 

As has been briefly stated, pressure jump lines are unique and extremely interesting 

phenomena from both theoretical and mesoanalytical viewpoints . With the presence of 

inversion surfaces, either a cold front undergoing acceleration or a super-gradient low

level jet stream theoretically could produce a pressure jump line which would keep 

traveling after the formation. It is also evident that no inversion surfaces are needed 

in order to produce a pressure jump wave in compressible atmosphere. If the potential 

temperature (dry case) or the equivalent potential temperature (wet case) increases 

upward, the atmosphere is ready to initiate and propagate an internal gravitational wave 

which may turn into a pressure jump line under favorable conditions. 

There are, however, many unsolved problems with regard to the analytical aspects 

of pressure jump lines. The initiation stage of the line, especially when its amplitude 

and intensity are both very small, has not been successfully analysed. Besides, there 

are other reasons for an increase in pressure at the surface after the development of 

showers. They are: (1) the positive non-hydrostatic pressure, (2) the hydrostatic 
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pressure of sub-cloud cold air, (3) the weight of raindrops and hailstones suspended in 

the atmosphere, and others. Of course, the non-hydrostatic pressure, as shown in Fig. 78, 

for example, is unlikely to produce pressure jump lines, and probably the falling hydrometeor 

would not either . . What, then, is the contribution of each of these causes upon. the increment 

of surface pressure and how does this contribution change with the life of a pressure system? 

In order to solve this problem it is necessary to obtain pressure traces at various heights 

above the surface. Fujita, Styber and Brown (1961) studied the i:p.icrobarograph traces 

from the Flagstaff mesometeorological network in 1959 and found that th~ excess pressure 

associated with local showers decreases with height, leaving about 10 to. 25 per cent of the 

surface excess pressure at the level of the base of convective clouds (Fig. 116). 

It is true that the mechanisms of pressure changes in mesoscale disturbances which. appea:r; 

in rather complicated fashion are extremely interesting; and, somehow, nature integrates 

. the effects of the entire atmosphere to show us rather exciting changes in surface pressure. 

SURFACE WIND FIELD 

Wind fields associated with a squall-system are known to be very different in nature 

from large scale· fields which are mostly balanced to the pressure patterns. Tepper's 

(1950) investigation of winds behind pressure jump lines revealed that a) in the region 

of large pressure gradient, the wind blows practically in the direction of the gradient; 

b) between the pressure jump and the ridge lines, the wind blows out of the ridge as may 

be expected; and c) at the. back side of the ridge, the wind blows into the ridge with 

diminished velocity. After the development of a mesodepression in the back side of the 

ridge (in Stage 3 and 4); d) the wind blows from the ridge to the depression; and e) the 

winds overshoot a few miles beyond the minimum pressure line of the mesodepression. 

A method of analysing the highest wind velocity after the windshift, for the purpose 

of evaluating the advective nature of the outflow, was presented by Brunk (1953) .(Fig. 117) 

and a similar presentation was made by Fujita and Brown (1958) in their analysis of meso

systems (Fig. 118) • . It is evident from the results that the direction of the wind and of the 

pressure. surge .(or jump) line are perpendicular to each other. However, the 10 to 60 

minute mean of the high winds near the surface is u~ually much lower than the speed of 

the line. 



Syono, Miyakoda, Manabe, Matsuno, Murakami and Okuta (1959) evaluated the 

individual term in both vorticity and divergence equations, obtaining the result that 

the values are very sensitive to the scale of the mesh used in analysis. They 

considered that the vorticity equation_ can be reduced to 

...Q..h + V· 'V r + r O = k · 'V X F at ~. ~. 

so long as we deal with surface charts. In the equation, s. is the vertical 

component of absolute vorticity, D, divergence, and F frictional force acting on 

the air parcel of unit volume. Fujita (1960) evaluated each term using the wind 

analysis of a Midwest squall-system (Fig. 119). The right side of the equation-the 

vorticity production force obtained as the sum of local vorticity change, horizontal 

advection and the concentration effect of vorticity-is presented in Fig. 120. The 

figure indicates the existence of positive and negative signs of the vorticity production 

force distributed in such a manner that the environmental air is forced to circulate as 
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shown in Figs. 121 and 122. Now we know that the vorticity production force is . 

originated by showers which bring the high level momentum down to the ground. There

fore, it is possible to predict the future state of a squall-mesosystem at the ground after 

the dissipation of showers. Thus, 

a c. + v. n r + r 0 0 at v ?• ~. - • 

after showers have gone. · Therefore, 

or 

~f· + v. -vc.= - s.o 
~ = _,. 0 

d t ~. • 

(75) 

(76) 

The analytical r e sults revealed that the mesosystem, when the rain ceased, was 

characterized by the distribution of divergence and vorticity as schematically described 

in Fig.123, meaning naturally that the right side of equation (76) is positive. It can be 

concluded that the mesodepression deepens and the mesohigh flattens out after the 

showers or vorticity generating force are gone. 
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As a result of his analysis of mesodepressions which form behind the rapidly moving 

squall-mesohighs, Fujita (1955) proposed a circulation model (Fig. 124) including 

surface wind fields satisfying Tepper (1950) and Brunk's (1953) statements on squall

line winds. A "wake depression", a term introauced by Fujita on the basis of relative 

location of high-low pairs inside ·a traveling squall-mesosystem is unlikely to be 

caused by the wake effect of the cold dome, since the horizontal dimensions of the 

high are so large that it is not practical to presume the development of wake flows 

as indicated by open arrows (Fig. 124). There would be little chance of the low level 

air blowing over the mesohigh to descend into the mesodepression. 

On the other hand, the vorticity production force, which is the vertical component of 

the rotational part of the force per Wlit volume, would constantly transport cyclonic 

absolute vorticity toward the left side (facing toward the echo movement) of the rain 

area in which the vorticity is produced. After a certain period, such as 2 or 3 hours, the 

accumulated vorticity would give rise to the development of a mesoscale low pressure 

area to the left of the rain area or of the mesohigh. There will naturally be no meso

depression development in the event that the associated radar e~hoes are stationary. 

Accor:dingly, the initiation and development of a mesodepression is based upon the 

dynamical aspects of the organized shower activity. Hence, the term "wake depressi:cm'\ 

should now be abolished. It will be called simply a "mesodepression" until someone 

Will introduce a more preferable name. 

WINDSHIFT LINES DETECTED BY RADAR 

A cloudless cold fr9nt on December 10, 1957 appeared on the AN/CPS-9 radar 

a~ Texas A &.M College as a thin line of an arc with a superimposed wave. Ligda and 

Bigler (1958) made a detailed analysis of this line which led them to conclude that this 

non-precipitation echo was produced by the intense gradient of refractive index given 

by the semi-empirical formula: 

( n - I ) 106 = .A. ( P - e + Cte ) 
t 8 

(77) 
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where A, B and C are constants. It is obvious that the gradient obtained by putting 

p, e and t into this equation would never reach the gradient value required to produce 

enough return. They proposed a mechanism· by which the frontal surface is broken up 

into small parcels so that the changes in refractive index take place within an extremely 

small scale less than 'J.../7T , and pr·oduce radar echoes as discussed by Baur (1956). 

Figure 125 represents Ligda-Bigler '-s model. 

Reports on non-precipitation line echoes were prepared by Atlas, Paulsen, 

Donaldson, Chmela, and Plank (1953) on a sea breeze front, and Schuetz (1959) who 

studied cold fronts and many others. These results are very useful in mesosynoptic 

analysis since the non-precipitation thin line represents the leading edge of the gradient 

of temperature and humidity. This does not imply that radars always show line echoes 

whenever such gradients exist; in addition to the gradient we need a mixing process which 

is encouraged by the roughness on the ground, vector windshift (first gust) at the frontal 

surface, and a vertical wind shear, etc. These discussions conclude that a thin line on 

mesosynoptic chart represents a windshift line with temperature or humidity gradient 

near the surface. Presented iti Figs. 126 and 127 are a real-thin line preceeding 

shower areas, and a pseudo-thin line caused by an extremely narrow line of showers, 

respective! y. 

Typical thin lines formfug the boundaries of two squall -me-so systems were reported 

by Bigler (1959). The boundary of the old system, which was slowly moving south was 

intercepted by a fresh system from the east and formed a T intersection at 1920 CST 

(Figs. 128, 129). This fact proves that these two lines are of advective nature and 

not of waves which would intersect in X shape without disturbing each other. The 

inclination of the surface of this mesoscale c·old dome was measured in two azimuths 

64° (Fig. 130) and 255° (Fig. 131). 

Vertical structure of similar undercutting cold air surge was investigated by Berson 

(19S8) using Mt. Gambier Project Network in Australia. Each of the pr.ofiles of the 

cold air top displayed a small dip with height Z d , at the distance X d from 

the leading edge (he called them change-line) so that the profiles can be plotted on a 

non-dimensional diagram (Fig. 132). He made an estimate of 4> , the cumulative 

inflow into the advancing wedge of cold air, and M , the total mass in the cold air 

wedge, using the formulae 



, ro tlz <P Jo u dz dt, 

and M Itlz c dz dt, 

where u is the speed of cold air inflow perpendicular to the line at the speed, C. 

Generally, ct> turns out to be larger than M indicating that there exists lateral" 

divergence, significant variation of C 

the shear layer. The average distance 

with height and/or exchange of mass through 

X d analysed by Berson was 20 miles. This 

implies that his systems were fairly large in horizontal dimensions compared with 

squall-mesosystems, nevertheless, the results he obtained are very useful in under

standing the nature of the cold air outflow appearing on radar as a thin line. 

PRECIPITATION WITHIN SQUALL-MESOSYSTEM 

The movement of rainstorms ranging from small echoes, which radar can possibly 

detect, 'to large groups or long lines of echoes in organized fashion, were investigated 

since weather radar has become available. Very small echoes are known to drift with 
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the winds at their steering level according to Byers and Braham (1949), Hiser and Bigler 

(1953) and Ligda (1953). Ligda and Mayhew (1954) obtained further correlation between 

geostraphic winds and "spawinds" (small-precipitation-area winds) at various levels. 

When the spawinds are used to approximate geostrophic winds at the steering level the 

standard error is less than 14 degrees in direction and 8 mph in speed. As reported Qy 

Fujita (1958) (Fig. 133), Nolen (1959) and Stout and Hiser (1955) (Fig. 134), small echoes 

in the vicinity of a tornado cyclone tend to converge on the right side of the cyclone path 

and diverge on the other side. This is mainly due to the movement of the tornado cyclone, 

which deviates considerably from the proximity spawind velocities. 

Little had been known as to the movement of large rainstorms consisting of many 

convective cells in lines or in groups W1til Newton (1957), and Newton and Katz (1957) 

completed a painstaking job in plotting hourly precipitation data over the midwest in (iln 
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attempt to identify the movement of large convective rainstorms. Unlike the cases of small 

precipitation areas, they found that large rainstorms deviate considerably from the mean 

wind in layer 850-500 mb. (Fig. 135) • . Scatter diagrams for both wind speed and direction in 

Fig. 136 shows. that rainstorms move, in average, 8 mil~s'/.hr.J slower than 850-500 mb. winds 

and deviate i2 degrees toward the high pressure side. 

Fujita and Brown (1958) made mesosynoptic analyses of squall-systems to obtain 

relationships between the movement of echoes and pressure-surge line .. (Fig. 137). It was 

revealed that the. directions of the echoes and the line movement form almost 90 degrees 

and that the growth of echoes takes place along their edges facing toward the pressure-

surge line • . Fujita (1960) revealed the growth of echoes near the pressure-surge line (Fig. 138). 

It seems that the angular relationship between .echo and line movements changes when echoes 

are imbedded in easterly winds • . Recent investigation of showers in southeastern Panama by 

Crow (1961) indicated that echoes usually move eastward while a windshift line accompanied 

by a marked temperature drop proceeds southward. 

THREE DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE 

lnvestigci~ion of the three-dimensional structure of a squall-mesosystem is considerably 

difficult compared with that of hurricanes . Its asyrnetric features, rapid change in patterns 

and short life history make it extremely hard to attack. the problem in the manner which is 

commonly used in hurricane research. Newton (1950) made a vertical cross-section of a 

traveling squall-system of May 29, 194~ over the Thunderstorm Project Network, Ohio, 

based upon a series of radiosonde observations made at six network stations during passage 

of the system • . It was found that a marked tongue of low wet-bulb potential temperature was 

located beneath the shower, suggesting that most of the cold air behind the squall front, was 

supplied by the vertical transfer of fast-moving air to the lower levels .; (Fig. 139). In their 

recent paper dealing in detail with the dynamical structure of large convective rainstorms, 

Newton and Newton (1959) modified slightly the previous vertical cross-section making_.a more 

intense updraft at the leading edge and adding the downward transfer of momentum due to 

downdrafts (Fig. 140). 

With the use of combined time-space cross sections, Fujita (1957) constructed upper air 

charts of a squall-system over the Thunderstorm Project Network, Ohio ,(Fig. 141). They 
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reveal that the winds behind the wind shift line were advecting with the line at the levels 

up to about 3, 000 ft above the ground. A general synoptic situation for comparison appears 

in Fig. 142. 

As a result of these investigations, -Newton considered that the cold air behind the wind 

shift line is the mixture of downdrafts and the high level winds which· blow down from above 

the cold frontal surface. Meanwhile, Fujita assumed that the entire mass of the meso

scale in-dome air is produced by the associate_d downdraft, thus justifying the growth 

of a squall-mesohigh which may be separated entirely from cold fronts. Tepper, on 

the other hand, postulated that the pressure jump is caused by the increase in the height 

of higher density (lower potential temperature) air due to gravitational wave. Oliver 

and Holzworth (1953) in,vestigated severe activity of thunderstorms north of a cold front, 

and stated that the rain cooled air, which modified the frontal slope, pushes out into the 

warm sector at a much higher speed than that of the cold front (F.g. 143). 

The rainstorm of June 22, 1947 studied by Lott (1954) produced 12 inches of rain in 

42 minutes around 1900 CST. This rain was associated with a squall-system shown in the 

surface chart (Fig. 144). The 700 mb chart (Fig. 145) corresponding to the surface 

chart represents a trough and an elliptic area of low thickness contour of 850-700 mb layer. 

Existence of such a cold trough in the mid-troposphere over the area of squall-system is of 

extreme interest. 

In an effort to reveal the origin of the cold trough, Fujita analysed a series of 600 mb 

charts (Fig. 146) for the entire life ·of a squall-mesosystem. Analysis indicated that the 

cold trough appears after the growth of a surface mesosystem, making us imagine that 

the cooling occurs when the mid-tropospheric westerly is forced to blow over and/or around 

the cold dome and growing convective clouds. As a result, dynamical cooling talces place 

over a well-developed squall-mesohigh resulting in the formation of a mesoscale cold 

trough over the active portion of the squall-mesohigh. The cooling ·of mid-troposphere 

caused by the same effect was also reported by Fujita and Byers (Fig. 71). 

Little is known about pressure temperature, and_ wind fields near cloud tops. 

McLean's (1961) investigati~n of extremely severe convection inside th~ squall-line 

of April 23, 1957 revealed that wind and temperature fields are modified considerably 
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by intense convection. The flight was mi.de between 36 and 40, 000 ft while the 

tropopause in the area was at 43, 000 ft and some tower tops extended up to ·so, 000 ft. 

An intense divergence associated with appreciable downdraft was found in both south

and north-bound penetrations (Fig. 147). From the equation of continuity, 

- - div2 V, 

the speed of downdrafts should decrease with decreasing height, and probably they were 

stopped by up-rising air as in the case of Fig. 71. If downdrafts with convergence 

were in existence at such a high level. they would have. penetrated downward through the 

underlying updraft. In any case, the altitude flown by tlie aircraft was that of significant 

divergence, and McLean estilnated the radial velocity would be about 40 kts. outward 

from the activity center. Figure 148 indicates the resulting winds obtained by super

imposing radial velocity upon the basic gradient flow. 

Analysis of a square-looking cloud in a Tiros photograph (Fig. 149) proved to· be 

of extreme value in the study "Of large anvil clouds. It was found that the isochrone of 

slight temperature drop over the NSSP alpha-network stations at thetime of the Tiros 

picture coincides almost perfectly with the cloud boundary (Fig. 150 ). There were 

(80) 

no significant changes in pressure or wind alcng the boundary of the cloud, and the only 

station which indicated press.ure variation was located near the echo areas. A very 

important fact seen in this figure is the change in the shape of the anvil which grew from 

the echo area. If one attempts to draw trajectories connecting echo areas and the edge of 

the composite anvils, they would prove the wind field similar to that of Fig. 148. It is, 

therefore, evident that there exists a mesoscale high pressure system at the anvil level 

o.f a squall-mesosystem, and that the condensation products. are removed from the con

vective tower tops by both pressure field and erosion. 
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Fig. 79 Durand-Grevtne (1892) W3-4 Fig. 80 Suckstorff (1938) 3 

Fig. 81 Ikun.k (1:949) c 4 Fig. 82 Newton (1950) 

Fig. 83 · Brllllk (1953) F 3 Fig. 84 Williams (1953) F 3 
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Fig. 85 Dally synoptic analysis (1953) F3 Fig. 86 Oliver and Holzworth (1953) F3 

Fig. 87 Bergeron (1954) F3 Fig. 88 Fujita (1955) F2B3 

Fig. 89 Fujita, Newstein and Tepper (1956) Fig. 90 Magor (1959) 
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Fig. 97 Showing the profile 'of pressure disturbance through the 
center of a rapidly moving aquall .. mesosystern or a large th1.m.der· 
storm high. The live stages are: 

1. IDJ.tiadon stage 
2. Development ~tqe 
3, Mature Otqe 

•. DIHlpatlon stage 
5. Remnant otage 
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F ig. 98 Exceos (+)and deficit(-) preaaurea of squall-~eoo
systems·plotted on an excess -deficit pressure diagram. 
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Fig. 99 Typical loobu patterns of squall-meooayotema obtalDed by combining t he basic fie ld and excess press ure patterns. 
c, F. &.Dd W deatgoate the be&tc ftelds-·-cold eector, on the front, and warm sector , respectively. 
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Fig. 102 lsochronc and excess pressure chart of an e1evation
type wave of May 13· 14, 1952. From Williams 

Fig. 100 Typical barograph traces of the pressure pulsation of April 11. 1944. 
From Brunk 

, .the rcssure changes at various stations 
Fig. 101 Barograph traces showimgs ar: affected by the mcsosystcrri 416 indicated by black c ircles. T he stat on 

(in s<age 4) and/or 420 (In stage 3). 
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Fig. 103 Isochrone and deficit press ure chart or a. d~pression
typc wave of May 13- 14, 1952. From Wilbams 
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Fig. 104 Excess-deficit pressure diagram made !rom 

Figs. 102 and 103. 
Fig. 105 Pressure traces showing 

the depression wake of April 7, 1948. 
From Williams 

Fig. 106 Recorded traces showiog 
a pronounced pressure jump of March 
19, 1948. From Williams 

Flg. 107 Surface mesoanalysis of 
the March 19, 1948 case. From 
Williams 

Fig. 108 One-minute meso-synopac maps for 2206 and 2207 EST May 16, 1948. Isobars of P· Po are in O.Ol_inch Hg. 
Precipitat:lon area is shaded. From Tepper 

Fig. 109 Two·famlly characteristics diagram. From Tepper 

(a) 

., ., '• .. .. ., •• .. .. . . 
Fig. 110 Elevatton·rype wave at t=O, which becomes a pressure jump line shortly after 

t=3. From Tepper 
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Fig. 111 Soh¢1.oo. of u•, .v•, and c •·c0 • at various ti.me l.atervala, 11.n.ear case. From Tepper 
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Fig. 112 Solution. of u•, v• and c• at various time intervala. non-linear case. From Tepper 

Fig. 113 Solution along characte ristic lines , non- linear c.ase, for x• positive. 
Notice the jump appear s at ~e top. From Tepper 
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Fig . 114 Pressure jump isochrone s and the isopleths of 1A va lues , 
July 21-22, 1951 case. Notice sever e s torms occurr ed in the area of 
high lA values. From Tepper 
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PRECIPI TATION 
JUNE 26 1954 

Fig. 115 Analyala of pressure jump line of June 26, 1954. 
Upper: 700 mb winds for 1000 EST; Middle: lsochrones of 
the pressure jump line: and Lower: isohyets contoured in 
inches of total rain. Painted circles indicate the stations With 
thWlderstorms. From Holleymcin 

Fig. 118 Maximum wind velocity following the pressure sur~ line 
· of June 5, l953, 

Pta. 119 Surface pressure and wind field of a aquall-meaosyatem 
01(10 CST jlllle 27, 1953. Rain area la palnted black and one loiig wind 
barb IDdlcatea 5 mpb. 
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Fig. 116 Vertical distribution of excess pre~sure associated with showers 
ovei: San Francisco Mounta.iDa, Arizona. 
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Pig. 117 l soc"hrones of two aquall llnea and the hlgheat wind velocity 
after the wind shift. From Brunk 
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Fig. 120 Vorticity production force, k · VX F ill 10-•• sec-• for 
0130 CST June 27, ·1953. 
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Fig. 122 ScbemaUcal cross 
section of downdraft& which under
go mesoscale mixing process near 
the ground. The lines extending 
down from the clouds are 
trajectories. 

Fig. 121 Effect of rain on the production of 
positive and negative vortlcltles. Downdraft• bring 
the high-level momentum dowit to mix with the pre
exJating surface air. 
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Fig. 123 O:lstribution of divergence (left), aQ.solute vortic ity (middle) an~ - t
0

0 of a squall-mesosystem in early dissipation stage. 

\ 

Fig. 124 Fujita 's early model of squall-line circulation. 
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Fig. 132. Profiles of the top of undercutting cold air 
eXpressed in terms of non-dimensional quantities X/X d 
and Z/Zd • From Berson. 
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Fig. 133. Movement of small echoes in the vicinity of Illinois tornado 
cyclone of April 9. 1953. Notice echoes converge to the south of the cyclone 
path and diverge on the other side. 

Fig. 134. Echoes at 1649 C May 28, 1954, and the paths of two co~verg
tng echoes. From Stout aild Hiser • 
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Fig. 135. Rainstorm movements in relation to winds at 850 and SOO mb levels, 
May 1, 1954. lsohyets for 3 hrs before and alter map time are shown in solid 
and dashed lines, respectively, 850 mb winds in solid wind symbols, 500 mb 
winds, dashed. 850 mb stream lines have filled-in arrowheads. Fl'om Newton 

Fig. 136. Scatter diagrams of wind speed (upper) and direction for me an wind 
in layer 850-500 mb vs. those of rainstorms. From Newton. 
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Fig. 137. Squall- mesosystem of June 4, 1953, at 2200 CST. Echoes at 2130, 2200, 2230 and 2300 give Impression that they 
moved toward the southeast. lndivldual echoes moved, however, east·northeast and continuous new develo;>ment to the southeast 
created their apparent movement. 
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Fig. 138. Development of echoes in the vicinity of a preseure .. eurge line. Black areas represent tbe portion of echoes which 
appeared during past 6 minutes, and •tippled areas, dloolpated areu. Both left (1910 ESO aod middle (1930) figure• reveal that 
echoes developed 11 die line approached and ahortly after It• pusqe. The rlgllt croa• section made through echoe• A and B 
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Fig. 139 Time cross section through squall-system and cold 
front. May 29, 1947. The region between squall front and cold front 
is called squall sector. From Newton · 

Fig. 140 A c r oss sec tion of a typical squall-system. 
Thin solid lines are wet-bulb JX)tential temperatures . 
From Newton 
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Fig. 141 Wind field of a squall-system of )Lme 29. 1947 over the Thunderstorm net 
wor k, Ohio. Notic e the cold dome vanishing a t the 700 mb level. 
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Fig . 142 Surface, 850 and 700 mb charts for 2200 EST )\Die 29, 1947. 
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Fig. 143 Verd.cal croaa section of a cold frontal aurfac:e modifted by 
rain-Induced cold olr. 1500 GMT, Moy 11, 1953. From Oliver and 
Holzworth. 

Fig. 145 700 mb 
contour• (full llDea) and 
850-700 tblctne .. 
contour• (<lubed Uneo). 
1900 cs'r June 22, 1947. 
From Lott 

Ftg. l4• Surface chart for the time of record ratnfall -at Holt, MJ11ourt • 
1830 CST June 22, 1947. From Lou 

Fi,. 146 600 mb cbarta at 6·hr !merval• •howio& tbe development of cold trough over tbe aquall·o~tem of June 5-6, 1953. 
Bnclooed contour• connecliDg omall .clrclea are belgbt detlclt of cold troUj!h. 
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FLIGHT 32 
23 APRIL 1957 

Fig. 14 7 Wlods measured by Fllght 32, Project Jet Stream. lo!eose dowodralt 
and divergent wind field were encountered near Bryan, Texas. From 
McCleao 

Fig. 149 Square-looldog c loud of a Tiro• pic ture. 
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I 

Fig. 148 A model of a wind field of a aquall-eys1em oear the 
anvil level. From McClean 

IOO MI 

Fig. ISO RectUled c loud 
(sdppled) aod change ID !lme 
ot tu bomdary. The boundary 
of the cloud was estimated 
from !he d me of s llgh! 1emp
erauae drops appearing on 
thermograph ttacea from 
NSSP alpha-oeiwork. 

>---·<>~------ ~ TIROS PICTURE, 14 03C MAY 19, 1960 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

DIMENSIONS OF MESOSCALE DISTURBANCES 

It has been a problem to define the scale of mesometeorological disturbances 

since the term "meso" was introduced some ten years ago. • During these ten 

years, observational methods in investigating such disturbances have developed 

so rapidly that the term "mesometeorolog!cal" can now be discussed from a 

broad point of view. 

The American Meteorological Society's Glossary of Meteorology (1959) 

defines mesometeorology as a portion of the science of meteorology concerned 

with the study of atmospheric phenomena on a scale larger than that of "micro

meteorology", but smaller than the "cyclonic" scale. Byers (1959) considered 

micro-, meso-, synoptic, macro-, and cosmic meteorology to cover the entire 

scale of meteorology and stated that mesometeorology is concerned with. small 

scale weather patterns over distances of 10 to 1000 miles. In his presentation 

at the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, XI General Assembly, 

1957, Toronto, Canada, Tepper (1959) divided the meteorological scale into 

local, meso-, and macroscale. The characteristic dimension of mesoscale, 

according to him, ranges between 10 to 100 miles. Petterssen .(1956) included 

the .. analysis of iilesoscale disturbances in synoptic meteorology which was 

divided by him into macro-, meso-, and microsynoptic. It is also important 

to know the mesometeorological scale conveniently used by radar meteorologists. 

Battan (1959) included both space and time scales in mesomet~orology since, 

especially in radar meteorology, time scale plays and important role. 

In recent years, meteorological disturbances which are supposed to be 

mesometeorological have been investigated by various meteorologists whose 

main concern was storm structure, physical and dynamical processes, etc. 

In order to visualize the space scales occupied by these disturbances, a 

summary is given below. The summary includes only the disturbances 

illustrated in this review paper which excludes mesoscale disturbances within 

hurricanes, associated with local winds, observed only at high levels, etc. 
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1/2 to 1 mile:--Torna.does (Fig. 45). 

1 to 3 miles:- -Mesocyclone: (Fig. 35,) and Thunderstorm high _(Fig. 6). 

3 to 10 miles :--Tornado cyclone .(Fig. 43), Hook echoes (Fig. 47), 
Tornado cyclone cloud (Fig. 75), Anticyclonic spiral (Fig. 39), 
Erskin rotating cloud (Fig. 34),. Sun-lit slope low (Fig. 33), 
Fargo rotating cloud _(Figs. 41 and 42). Pressure nose .(Fig. 63), 
and Thunderstorm high .(Fig. 59). 

10 to 30 miles :- -Tornado cyclone _(Fig. 48), Hailcloud (Fig. 65), 
. and Thunderstorm high .(Figs. 9 and 24). 

30 to 100 miles :--Pressure dip (Fig. 37), Miami spiral echo _(Fig. 49), 
Wave and cellular cloud in Tiros picture (Fig. 2 and 3), Squall 
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line (Fig. 14 7), Squall line echoes (Fig. 18),. Rainstorm (Fig. 135), 
Thin-line echo. (Figs. 126 and 129), Anvil cloud echoes (Figs. 67 
and 68A), Hailcloud (Figs. 70 and 71). and Thunderstorm high 
(Fig. 91). 

100 to 300 miles :--Mesolows (Fig. 50), Square-looking Tiros cloud 
(Fig. 1), Anvil clouds in Tiros picture (Fig. 68B),. Squall Anvil 
clouds in Tiros picture (Fig. 96), Squall-mesohighs (Figs. 11, 
88, 91, 94 and 95), Squall-mesosystems (Figs •. 17, 89, 93, 101, 
119, 120, 137 and 142), Convective system (Fig. 92), Squall
line echoes (Figs. 18, 19 and 22), Thunderstorm high (Figs. 55 
and 80), Pressure pulsation (Fig. 81), Combination type wave 
(Figs. 84, 102 and 103), Pressure jump line (Figs. 89, 114, 
and 115), Thin line (Fig. 128). and Puerto Rico clear ring (Fig. 52). 

300 to 600 miles :--Composite squall-line echoes (Fig. 16), Prefrontal 
squall line (Fig. 86), Squall-line (Figs. 79, 83 and 117), Rain
induced high (Fig. 86), Squall-system (Fig. 101), and Convective 
system (Fig. 87). 

These results suggest that the dimensions of mesolows ·are between 3. to 100 miles, 

on the other hand, isolated cumulonimbus convections take place within the same 

scale. Squall-systems, which probably are very small in their initiation stage, 

grow into a system of several hundred miles .across in a few hours. 

What is the scale of mesometeorology? The answers given by the notable 

authors are seen below. · We have to accept that the slight discrepancy in the 

coverage of scales by the term "mesometeorolog~cal" is not a serious problem, 

so long as we know what types of meteorological systems are to be investigated 

in mesometeorology. 
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Horizontal Scale 
(In mile•) 0.1 1 iO 100 1,000 10,000 

T!>nwloe• Mesocyclones Spiral &:hoes 
Dust Devils Tornado Cyclone Hurricane 

Thunderstorm High Squall-mesoaystem Cyclones 

Systems 
Pressure Noae Line of Bcboea 

IDdlvtdual Bebo Preas.Jump LI.De Anticyclones 
Local Weuher, Local Weather, Local Weather Fronte LoagWaves 

Cumuli Hurrlcane Byes lllocldng Actions 
'Ibullderatorm Cella Wide Spread Precipitation 

Battan Me80meteorology 

- A ·--
Regular Mift--

llJ'er• Mlcrometeorology Meaometeorology - Synoptic __..Meteorology 
Meteorology 

Petter a sen MicroaynopUc Meaoeynoptic Macro synoptic 

Tepper Local Scale- -Me80acale--+ -Macroscale 

Micro- Cyclonic Macro-
Glossary Meteorology Meaometeorology Scale Scale 

Both Battan and the AMS Glossary included tornadoes in the mesoscale; however, 

no one has proposed mesoanalysis of dust devils. In view of the fact that small 

vortices like dust devils and small tornadoes are extremely difficult to analyse 

synoptically, it will be reasonable to include only large tornadoes in mesoscale 

sy~tems. 

It is very true that hurricanes and cyclones being analysed on regular 

synoptic charts are too large to be studied in mesometeorology even though 

their construction elements, such as rainbands, eyes, and spiral clouds, are 

definitely the objectives in mesosynoptic researches. This will put the 

largest mesoscale somewhere around 500 miles. The botmdary of the scale 

should be flexible, however, so that the systems on both extreme ends can 

be studied for the better understanding of the atmosphere which does not always 

operate within a limited scale. Thus, mesometeorology covers the scales between 

2 to 500 miles, thereby including 90 3 of the weather systems which can 

be investigated through the mesosynoptic approach. Tepper's basic scale 

of mesometeorology, 10 to 100 miles, includes about 70 3 of the systems, 
' . 

and covers the region of the most frequent appearance of mesoscale disturbances. 



MAGNITUDES OF METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS 

The magnitudes of meteorological parameters and their space or time 

derivatives of mesoscale systems are known to be 10 to 100 times larger in 

absolute value than those of regular synoptic systems. 

Vertical Velocity:--Vertical velocity of 10 m/sec. within the 

updrafts of thunderstorms are quite common. It may 

reach over 20 m/sec • . Equally. intense downdrafts are · 

also experienced in thunderstorms. In the case of non

severe storms, orographic upward motion or sub

sidence of cold domes show a vertical velocity of 

several meters per second. 

Divergence, Convergence:--It is usual to find 50 to 100 X 10-S 

per second of divergence within squall-mesohighs . . Such 

a value when integrated through the layer of 5, 000 ft., for 

instance, would result in only up to five feet per second of 

downdraft. Directly beneath an active downdraft, divergence 

may reach as high as 1000 X 10-S per sec. There are cases 

where convergence values of several times 10-2 per sec. 

were obtained beneath the tornado cyclone. 

Vorticity: - -It had been thought that the surface winds inside a 

thunderstorm high are purely divergent, but the vorticity 

inside mesohighs and mesocyclones is sometimes very 

similar in magnitude to that of divergence and convergence. 

The crossing angles of echo bands inside a mesocyclone are 

usually between 45 and 60,degrees suggesting that the ratio 

of the divergence to vorticity could approximately be one. 

Pressure Gradient:--A pressure gradient of 2 to 5 mb per mile is 

found along the pressure jump line associated with . 
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squall-mesosystems. Behind the line, surface winds usually 

blow in a direction perpendicular to the line.and at no time 

will the wind and pressure balance. Along the trailing_ edge 

of the mesohighs:, a drop in pressure of up to 15 mb takes 

place within 10 to 15 minutes. 

Corio11$ ; Parameter:--Because of their extremely small scale, 

dust devils rotate both in cyclonic and anticyclonic senses. 

Small tornadoes, no more than a large dust devil in diameter, 

mostly rotate cyclonically, suggesting that their sense of 

rotation could be governed by a much larger parent system. 

The largest anticyclonic mesocyclone observed in the 

northern hemisphere was only 10 miles in diameter. 

Life Time:--Maximum life of a tornado cyclone seems to be about 

five hours. This is rather long in comparison with the mean 

life of thunderstorm cells which is less . than one hour. Echoes 

as a group in a squall-mesosystem may live several hours, 

while the surface mesosystems complete their life cycle 

taking up to about 12 hours. 

Non-hydrostatic Pressure:--In the vicinity of active convective 

clouds, hydrostatic assumption is not valid. ln-,cloud 

pressure is. non-hydrostatic especially when intense up

and downdrafts are in existance. The negative non

hydrostatic pressure inside cumulonimbus at the middle 

level may reach 0;5 3 of the total pressure, while the 

positive non-hydrostatic pressure exists at the surface 

beneath an intense downdraft. 

Height-Diameter Ratio:--Most of the severe convective storms 

occupy the depth of the entire troposphere, which varies 

between about 5 and 10 miles. As a result, the height

diameter ratio is extremely large in comparison with 
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that of regular synoptic systems characterized by the ratio 

of less than 0. 01. 

Condensation and Evaporation:- -Condensation and evaporation play 

an important role in the production and transfer of energy. 

in mesometeorological processes. This does not imply that 

a mesosystem is operated by the energy released by itself 

but that it usually receives certain initial :energy from 

large-scale circulation. Thereafter, the mesosystem converts 

heat energy into kinetic energy. 

Entrainment:- -It seems that the entrainment rate decreases 

appreciablly as the diameter of convective systems increases. 

This is probably why conventional parcel method, without 

taking entrainment into consideration, is being applied to 

the estimation of the energy of instability. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
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Due to the fact that regular synoptic data are not enough to investigate mesoscale 

disturbances, the research works were performed only by those who have access·:to 

the special data or collect their own data to solve the objectives. Nevertheless, 

the researches on mesoscale phenomena, done during the past ten years, · are 

s~ch that the entire scales, hidden under the term of either "noise" or "sub

synoptic", have now been brought under the light of mesosynoptic analyses, and it 

is feasible :to analyse the feature of such disturbances synoptically by using 

automatic station, radar, aircraft, and satellite data. Meanwhile, a number 

of researchers are already advancing toward the solution of dynamical, physical, 

and thermodynamical structures.of meso_s.cale disturbance~, which operate in 

extremely complicated manners described only by including practically all terms 

of the equations. of motion. 

The National Severe Storms Project and the National Hurricane Research 

Project,based at Oklahoma City and Miami, respectively, have been collecting 



and analysing various data from storm areas in an attempt to delineate both 

qualitatively and quantitatively. the storm producing systems. In connection 

with their C-130, U-2 and radar measurements, the Air Force is under

taking quantitative measurements of mesoscale systems and their changes with 

time. Army's studies on local weather, hurricane research by the Navy,. and 

terminal weather research by FAA are also advancing our extended knowledge 

of mesoscale phenomena. 

The important problem which came up in recent years is the machine 

analysis of a tremendous influx of data. Analysis of automatic station data by 

Travellers Research CE;\nter, and numerical analysis of microbarograph traces 

by Dellert(l961) are the examples of such an effort. Since short range forecasts 

depend heavily on mesoscale weather changes, this subject will become of 

vital importance in operational mesoanalysis, 
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Few foresighted researchers are testing the forecasting or numerical models 

which can be applied to mesoscale disturbances. Tepper (1955) solved numerically 

the pressure jump formation due to the impulsive addition of momentum to simple. 

northerly current. GiV:eJ!· initial conditions representing pre-storm situations, 

House (1959) obtained the future patterns of wind and pressure. His experiment 

is based upon the differential advection and vertical motion set forth by the 

initial conditions,. and resulted in the formation of mesoscale lines of 

discontinuity. Sasaki (1959, 1960) solved a numerical prediction model in x.-z 

plane assuming the following cases:--dry, condensation, condensation and 

evaporation, and rainfall cases. One of the most important results obtained by 

his 242 step computations are the initiation of both mesohigh and mesodepression 

. which appeared in the cases involving evaporation. Analytically, no mesodepression s 

are seen without vertical wind shear; however, some internal circulation, which 

.is appreciable in the vicinity of Sasaki' s rain area, may play a similar role 

to that of a vertical wind shear. If there already exists anj. old storm under 

significant vertical wind shear, Newton's (1959) non-hydrostatic pressure would 

give rise to the development of new storms. Sasaki's experiment, however, 

started from the atmosphere at rest under hydrostatic assumption and produced 



vertical motion of about 5 ft/ sec and 15 miles . .fn Width • 

. Another possible approach is to carry out dishpan experiments of mesoscale 

phenomena with the emphasis to the transient phenomena and three-dimensional 

motion of liquids. Such experiments will be carried out with the aid of stero-
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scopic movie cameras and a set: of .90-degree polarized projectors hooked to a 

stereo-:-plotter. In the discussion of medium-scale phenomena, Fultz (1961) explored 

the disturbances which can be simulated hydrodynamically. Hydraulic jumps, 

cold front surges, cellular thunderstorm highs, etc. are examples of the systems 

experimented under stable density stratification. . Experiments of vertical convection 

through unstable density stratification, especially when combined with vertical wind 

shear, seem to be extremely important in interpreting mesoscale nephsystems 

appearing in satellite cloud photographs. 
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